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Kurzfassung
Kommunikation ist ein unverzichtbares gesellschaftliches Element und elementarer Bestandteil zivilisierten Lebens. Die modernen technischen Möglichkeiten haben die Art der Kommunikation massiv beeinflusst. Die rasante
Entwicklung der Kommunikationsmöglichkeiten hat vielfältigen Einfluss auf
fast alle Gesellschaftsbereiche. Die permanente Verfügbarkeit dieser Kommunikationsmöglichkeiten verdanken wir einem globalen optischen Kommunikationsnetzwerk. Dabei sind die Anwendungsfelder in der optischen Kommunikationstechnik und die damit verbundenen Anforderungen an die Technologie
vielseitig. Durch den immer weiter ansteigenden Bedarf an Bandbreite ergeben sich ein hohes Maß an Innovationspotenzial und –bedarf: Datenzentren
sind ein zentraler Bestandteil des globalen Kommunikationsnetzes. In Datenzentren gelten strenge Anforderungen an die Größe und Energieeffizienz von
optischen Kommunikationsmodulen, zu deren Kernkomponenten der elektrooptische Modulator zählt. Diese Anforderungen können von konventionellen
Modulatoren auf Basis von Lithiumniobat (LiNbO3) nicht erfüllt werden, da
diese zu groß und für die Integration nicht geeignet sind. Aus diesem Grund
hat sich in den letzten Jahren die Forschung auf halbleiterbasierte optische
Modulatoren konzentriert. Mit der bereits existierenden Fabrikationsinfrastruktur aus der Complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor-Technologie
(CMOS) und der Möglichkeit zur Massenfertigung ist Silizium eines der vielversprechenden Materialsysteme. Gegenwärtige optische Modulatoren aus
Silizium beruhen auf dem Prinzip des Plasma-Dispersionseffekts, aber die begrenzte Modulationseffizienz setzt Grenzen in Bezug auf die Energieeffizienz
dieser Bauteile.
Die vorliegende Arbeit befasst sich mit einem alternativen Ansatz zur Realisierung elektro-optischer Modulation auf Silizium. Anders als bei konventionellen Siliziummodulatoren macht sich dieser Ansatz die Nichtlinearität zweiter Ordnung in organischen Materialen zunutze. Diese Materialien werden auf
den Silizium-Chip zusätzlich aufgebracht. Die Modulationseffizienz sogenannter silizium-organischer Hybrid-Modulatoren (silicon-organic hybrid,
SOH) übersteigt die von konventionellen Modulatoren um mehr als eine
v
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Größenordnung. Die Fabrikation von SOH-Modulatoren ist kompatibel mit
standardisierten lithografischen Fabrikationsprozessen und erlaubt eine skalierbare kosteneffiziente Herstellung. Die vorliegende Arbeit nutzt SOHModulatoren zur Erzeugung von Hochgeschwindigkeitsdatensignalen mit
Symbolraten bis zu 100 GBd – Rekordwerte für halbleiterbasierte Modulatoren.
Darüber hinaus wird die Anforderung an energieeffiziente Systeme erfüllt:
SOH-Modulatoren können ohne elektrische Verstärker direkt von den binären
Ausgängen von Field-programmable Gate-arrays (FPGA) mit Spannungspegeln unter 300 mVpp betrieben werden. Höherwertige Modulationsformate
werden dabei ohne Digital-Analog-Wandler (digital-to-analog converter,
DAC), sondern lediglich unter Verwendung passiver Hochfrequenzkomponenten erzeugt. Mit Treiberspannungen von nur wenigen hundert Millivolt beträgt
der Energieverbrauch weniger als 20 fJ/bit.
Kapitel 1 gibt eine Einführung in die optische Kommunikationstechnik und
einen Überblick über die aktuellen Herausforderungen in Bezug auf photonische Integration.
Kapitel 2 erörtert die Grundlagen optischer Kommunikation. Es erklärt zunächst optische Signale, optische Modulationsformate und zugehörige Empfangsmechanismen. Der zweite Teil befasst sich mit elektro-optischen Modulatoren und diskutiert die Grundlagen von siliziumbasierten Modulatoren. In
diesem Zusammenhang wird das Prinzip von SOH-Modulatoren aufgegriffen
und detailliert erörtert.
Kapitel 3 befasst sich mit der Übertragung von On-off-keying- Datensignalen
(OOK) mit SOH-Modulatoren. Optische Datensignale mit einer Datenrate von
100 Gbit/s werden mit niedrigsten Treiberspannungen von nur 1.4 Vpp und
einem elektrischen Energieverbrauch von weniger als 100 fJ/bit erzeugt. Es
wird gezeigt und analysiert, dass die hohe Modulationseffizienz und die daraus resultierenden geringeren Anforderungen an die Treiberspannung dazu
führen, dass Bandbreitenbegrenzungen des Modulators und der elektronischen
Komponenten gemildert werden. Dadurch können optische Signale auch über
die charakteristische 6 dB-Bandbreite hinaus erzeugt werden.
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In Kapitel 4 werden Aspekte kohärenter Kommunikation mit InphasenQuadratur-SOH-Modulatoren (IQ) behandelt. Es werden Datensignale mit
dem Modulationsformat Quadraturphasenumtastung (quadrature phase shift
keying, QPSK) und mit Quadraturamplitudenmodulation mit 16 Zuständen
(16-state quadrature phase shift keying, 16QAM) bei Symbolraten bis zu
100 GBd erzeugt. Dabei handelt es sich um die erste Demonstration von
100 GBd-16QAM-Signalen mit halbleiterbasierten Modulatoren. Die erreichte
Datenrate von 400 Gbit/s wurde bisher mit keinem anderen silizium-basierten
Modulatorkonzept erreicht.
Kapitel 5 umfasst Lösungsansätze zur energieeffizienten optischen Kommunikation. Es wird über die Erzeugung von optischen Datensignalen ohne die
Verwendungen von elektrischen Verstärkern berichtet. Dabei werden die
Modulatoren direkt von den binären Ausgängen eines FPGA getrieben. Mit
Treiberspannungen von lediglich 420 mVpp werden Datenströme bis zu
52 Gbit/s erzeugt. Mit Treiberspannungen von 280 mVpp, werden QPSK
Signale mit einer Datenrate von 26 Gbit/s generiert und fehlerfrei über eine
Strecke von 100 km übertragen.
Kapitel 6 fasst die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit zusammen und bietet einen Ausblick auf künftige Aufgabenfelder und Herausforderungen in Bezug auf
SOH-Modulatoren.
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Preface
Communication is an indispensable part of toady’s civilized life. The permanent availability of communication is based on a global network employing
optical communication. Depending on the application scenarios, the technology and consequently the associated requirements differ vastly. This field faced
enormous challenges to keep up with the growing demand for bandwidth and
at the same time has undergone significant evolution in terms of technology
and applications: data centers have become an indispensable part of the global
network and this environment puts stringent power and energy requirements
on the deployed optical communication modules in which electro-optic modulators are a key component. These requirements cannot be fulfilled by conventional lithium niobate (LiNbO3) modulators as they are too bulky and cannot
be compactly integrated. For this reason, semiconductor platforms have gained
much attention in recent years. Leveraging processes from complementary
metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) technology, silicon is an attractive candidate because of its ability and potential for large-scale fabrication and mass
production. Standard silicon phase modulators rely on the plasma dispersion
effect and suffer from limited modulation efficiency and consequently pose
limitations on energy-efficiency.
This thesis deals with an alternative approach for optical modulation on the
silicon platform. Unlike conventional silicon modulators, the modulation
mechanism relies on the second-order nonlinearity of an organic material
which is dispensed onto the silicon chip. So-called silicon-organic hybrid
(SOH) modulators outperform conventional silicon modulators by more than
one order of magnitude in terms of the modulation efficiency. The fabrication
process is compatible with standard optical lithography processes. In this thesis, SOH modulators are used to generate data signals at symbol rates up to
100 GBd – record values for semiconductor-based optical modulators. Furthermore, the challenge of energy efficient operation is addressed: SOH modulators are operated from the binary outputs of a field-programmable gate array
(FPGA) without electrical driver amplifiers and with voltage levels below
300 mVpp. Higher-order modulation formats are generated without the use of
ix
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digital-to-analog converters (DAC) but simply through a passive radiofrequency (RF) network. Using drive voltages of a few hundred millivolts, the
electrical energy consumption of the modulator amounts to less than 20 fJ/bit.
Chapter 1 gives an introduction to optical communications and provides insights into today’s challenges regarding photonic integration.
Chapter 2 reviews the fundamentals of optical communications. In particular,
optical signals including modulation formats and associated reception mechanisms are discussed. The second part covers electro-optic modulators and discusses the fundamentals of silicon-based modulators. In this context, the principle of SOH modulators is discussed in detail.
Chapter 3 addresses the signal transmission of on-off keying (OOK) signals
using SOH Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZM). It describes the generation of
100 Gbit/s data signals with record-low drive voltages of only 1.4 Vpp resulting in an electrical energy consumption below 100 fJ/bit. It is shown that the
high modulation efficiency and the resulting requirements of drive voltages
lead to a mitigation of bandwidth limitations and allows generating optical
data signals well beyond the bandwidth of the modulator and the associated
RF circuitry.
Chapter 4 covers aspects of coherent communications using SOH inphase/quadrature (IQ) modulators. Quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) and
16-state quadrature amplitude modulation (16QAM) signals are generated at
symbol rates up to 100 GBd. It was the first demonstration of a semiconductor-based optical modulator capable of 100 GBd 16QAM signal generation.
To date, the resulting line rate of 400 Gbit/s is unmatched by competing device principles on the silicon platform.
Chapter 5 focusses on energy-efficient solutions for optical communications.
It reports amplifier-less signal generation using SOH modulators. The SOH
modulator is directly driven by the binary outputs of an FPGA, and data
streams up to 52 Gbit/s are generated with drive voltages of only 420 mVpp. At
drive voltages of only 280 mVpp, QPSK signal with a line rate of 26 Gbit/s are
generated and transmitted without errors over a fiber span of 100 km.
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Chapter 6 summarizes the work of this thesis. It further outlines next steps
related to research and application of SOH modulators and SOH-based photonic integrated circuits (PIC).
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Achievements of the present work
In this thesis, silicon-organic hybrid (SOH) modulators were investigated with a
focus on high-speed and low-power optical data transmission for potential applications in telecom and datacom scenarios. While operating at the highest speed,
SOH modulators simultaneously maintain a low energy consumption making
them attractive candidates for application in energy-critical environments.
In the following, a detailed overview on the particular achievements is given:
First demonstration of 100 Gbit/s OOK for semiconductor-based modulators:
An SOH MZM was demonstrated for the generation of a 100 Gbit/s data
stream using OOK modulation. The line rate and the electrical energy consumption of 98 fJ/bit are record values for semiconductor-based modulators
generating OOK signals. The work represents the first demonstration of
100 Gbit/s OOK signaling on a semiconductor platform. In the meantime the
line rate has been matched by other device concepts, but to date it still is the
lowest energy consumption reported in literature for a semiconductor-based
electro-optic modulator [J19], [C29], [C40].
First demonstration of 100 GBd 16QAM signaling with a
semiconductor-based modulator:
SOH IQ modulators were demonstrated operating at symbol rates up to
100 GBd using 16QAM modulation. It is the first demonstration of 100 GBd
operation for a semiconductor-based modulator for coherent applications. At the
time of publication, the single-polarization line rate of 400 Gbit/s was the highest data rate generated with a semiconductor-based modulator which was to date
only surpassed by indium-phosphide IQ modulators [J20], [C31], [C40], [C45].
First demonstration of amplifier-less operation of non-resonant
silicon-based Mach-Zehnder modulators:
SOH modulators were driven directly from FPGA outputs without external
drive amplifiers. Drive voltages are as low as 280 mV [J7], [C10], [C12], [C40].

xiii

Achievements of the present work

DAC-less generation of advanced modulation formats:
The four-level drive signals for the I and Q-component of an SOH IQ MZM
have been generated without the use of digital-to-analog converters (DAC). Instead, the signals were derived from the binary outputs of an FPGA and combined in passive radio frequency (RF) power combiners. A 52 Gbit/s data
stream resulting from 16QAM modulation at 13 GBd was generated [J7], [C12].
Advanced modulation with record-low power consumption:
An IQ modulator based on the SOH technology was demonstrated with a
record-low energy consumption of 18 fJ/bit for 13 GBd 16QAM modulation
beating the previous record of another SOH IQ modulator demonstration
[J7], [C12].

xiv
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Introduction

In today’s society, communications technology has become indispensable –
the internet and mobile communications are equally essential for businesses
and private persons. All that relies on the world-spanning fiber-optic network.
Optical networks [1] have been made possible by groundbreaking scientific
achievements which have been awarded with the Nobel Prize: in 1964,
Charles Townes, Nikolay Basov and Aleksandr Prokhorov were honored with
the Nobel Prize for their contributions in quantum electronics which led to the
development of the laser [2]. 45 years later, in 2009, Charles Kao was awarded with the Nobel prize [3] for his "groundbreaking achievements concerning
the transmission of light in fibers for optical communication". It is these two
components – the light source and the transmission medium – that are at the
heart of today’s optical networks with millions of kilometers of fiber worldwide. The amount of data sent through this global network increases exponentially with time as projected and measured by Cisco and reported in its annual
Networking Indices [4]. Other monumental achievements such as (external)
waveguide modulators [5], wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) [6],
optical amplification, [7] and most recently coherent communication have
made it possible to scale the network’s capacity according to the demand,
leading to communication links with capacities exceeding 1 Tbit/s.
The evolution of optical communication started in the long-haul domain and
nowadays is also indispensable for short-reach applications. This is due to the
changes in the content which is transmitted through the network: While in the
early days of the internet, static webpages were accessed by the users, nowadays, dynamic websites are adapted according to the user’s needs, and video
streaming contributes a significant amount to the total data transmitted. To
enable this technology, service providers like Google, Facebook and others
operate warehouse-scale data centers around the world to host and process the
data for their services. The largest portion of data is processed (and transmitted) internally and only a fraction is relevant for the end user. Data transmission in such data centers relies on optical communications as well. However,
the requirements for short-reach links are strongly different from long-haul
1
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applications: The enormous density of optical interfaces poses limitations on
their realization, such as size and power consumption. Consequently today,
such links use intensity modulation and direct detection (IM/DD) rather than
coherent communication. Conventional optical modulators realized in lithium
niobate (LiNbO3) [8] are rather bulky and not suited for large-scale integration. It is for that reason, that research on integrated optical modulators and
eventually more complex photonic integrated circuits (PIC) has attracted much
attention in recent years. Similar to Moore’s law in the electronic domain, an
exponential increase in the integration density of photonic components can be
observed [9].
For the realization of compact optical modulators, a number of vastly different
material platforms have been investigated and discussed. Similar to optical
silica fibers, silica-on-silicon allows for low-loss silica waveguides. The platform offers easy fabrication, however, the footprint is comparatively large,
and the technology misses optical nonlinearities for optical modulators nor
does it offer light sources or photodetectors. All these elements can be realized
on the indium phosphide (InP) platform [10] making it a complete photonic
platform. The downside of InP is the fact that the material itself is expensive,
and that the fabrication process involving epitaxial growth processes is complicated. The limited wafer size makes it less suitable for high volume mass
production.
Leveraging the well-developed complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor
(CMOS) technology, silicon (Si) photonics has emerged as a promising technology in recent years. As witnessed by fabrication of electronics, the silicon
photonic platform is suited for large-scale production using large wafers of
12 inches or more and allows for small footprint PICs. Another advantage of
the silicon platform is the availability of commercial foundry services [11].
Being an indirect semiconductor, silicon does not allow for light emission, but
photodetectors have been realized in combination with germanium [12]. The
inversion symmetry of silicon’s crystalline structure prevents electro-optic
modulators based on the Pockels effect. Instead, all-silicon photonic modulators [13] exploit the plasma-dispersion effect for phase modulation and a
number of data transmission demonstrations have been reported [14]–[16].
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The modulation efficiency of plasma-dispersion modulators, however, is limited and inferior to InP modulators by roughly a factor of two when expressed
by the π-voltage-length product U L . Therefore, device lengths are typically
in the order of several millimeters, otherwise the modulators require high
drive voltages.
Another approach to realize optical phase modulators on the silicon platform
is to combine the silicon photonic platform with organic electro-optic (EO)
materials. It is referred to as silicon-organic hybrid (SOH) integration [17].
SOH modulators frequently use slotted waveguides where the slot is filled
with an organic EO material [18]. The EO material provides a
χ(2)-nonlinearity, and exploiting the linear electro-optic effect (Pockels effect),
SOH modulators allow for pure phase modulation without residual amplitude
modulation. Demonstration of SOH modulators show the enormous potential
regarding bandwidth [19] and modulation efficiency [20] in terms of the
π-voltage-length product UπL which outperforms conventional silicon modulators by roughly a factor of 20, and InP modulators by a factor of about 10.
While the slot waveguide and its dimension in the order of only 100 nm is a
critical aspect of SOH modulators, they can be fabricated in commercial optical lithography lines using, e.g., the 248 nm deep-ultraviolet (DUV) process
[21]. Concerns have often been raised as to the stability of the organic material. To date, the operation at elevated temperatures was demonstrated [22], and
further demonstrations of long-term stable materials are expected soon.
The work in this thesis addresses application aspects of SOH modulators for
different application scenarios. High-speed signal generation is demonstrated
for both coherent and IM/DD applications. Using a single Mach-Zehnder
modulator (MZM), a 100 Gbit/s on-off keying (OOK) data stream was generated and transmitted over a dispersion-compensated link of 10 km SMF with a
record-low drive voltage of only 1.4 Vpp. This was the first demonstration of
100 Gbit/s OOK signaling using a semiconductor-based modulator. It is
shown and confirmed by simulation, that limitations of the modulator and
driver bandwidth can be mitigated by exploiting the nonlinear transfer function of an MZM. This is enabled by the low -voltage of only 0.9 V at direct
current (DC). Using an in-phase/quadrature (IQ) modulator, a 400 Gbit/s data
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stream is generated at a symbol rate of 100 GBd with 16-state quadrature amplitude modulation (16QAM). It is the first demonstration that reaches the
100 GBd mark for coherent communication using semiconductor-based modulators. Looking into application scenarios for energy-efficient communication,
an SOH modulator for sub-Volt drive signals is presented. It is directly operated from the binary interfaces of a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) to
generate OOK and binary phase shift keying (BPSK) signals at 10 GBd. For
the generation of 13 GBd quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) and 16QAM
signals, an IQ modulator is operated from an FPGA without amplifiers and
digital-to-analog converters with a drive voltage as low as 280 mVpp and
410 mVpp, respectively. The experiments in this thesis – representing record
results in terms of data rate and energy-efficiency for silicon-based modulators
– demonstrate the enormous potential for SOH modulators for application in
various sectors of optical communications.

4
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Optical data signals and
device concepts

An optical transmission system consists of various subsystems and components. A schematic overview of an optical transmission system is depicted in
Figure 2.1. The overall transmission system can be divided into the transmitter, the channel and the receiver. The transmitter converts digital data from the
electrical to the optical domain: Using digital signal processing (DSP), the
digital bit stream is prepared and subsequently converted to the analog domain
using a digital-to-analog converter (DAC). The electrical signal is then modulated onto an optical carrier. One discriminates into direct modulation and
external modulation. In direct modulation, the laser current (and consequently
the laser power) is directly modulated. This thesis focuses on external modulation where a continuous wave (CW) signal is modulated in a subsequent optical modulator.

Figure 2.1: Block diagram of an optical communication system. In the transmitter, digital signal processing (DSP) prepares the digital signal to be transmitted over an optical link. After
digital-to-analog (DA) conversion, the electrical signal is converted to an optical (electrical-tooptical (E/O) conversion). The signal is transmitted over the link, commonly an optical fiber
link. At the receiver, the signal is converted to the electrical domain (optical-to-electrical (O/E)
conversion) and digitized in an analog-to-digital (AD) converter. The subsequent DSP block
extracts the digital data from the received signal.
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Most commonly, optical data signals are transmitted in optical fibers which
offer low losses and a tremendous bandwidth. Telecommunication and datacom applications most commonly rely on glass fibers (silica). Waveguiding in
optical fibers bases on total internal reflection [23] and one fundamentally
discriminates into single-mode fibers (SMF) in which only a single transverse
mode can propagate, and multi-mode fibers (MMF) which allow the propagation of multiple modes. Alternative transmission media are plastic optical
fibers (POF) [24] or free-space transmission [25]–[27]. Further, the reader
may note that there is a multitude of specialty fiber such as multi-core fibers
[28], nonlinear fibers [29], and photonic crystal fibers [30] which are not
discussed here.
The reception of optical data signals relies on the conversion of the optical
signal into the electrical domain. Subsequently, the signal is processed in a
chain of DSP blocks in order to recover the digital data, see Appendix B.
In this chapter, we review key components of an optical data transmission
system. In Section 2.1, optical signals are discussed. This includes optical
modulation formats and pulse shapes as well as the corresponding reception
schemes. Optical modulators, particularly on the silicon platform, are
discussed in Section 2.2.

2.1

Optical signal generation and
modulation formats

An optical signal is an electromagnetic wave. Mathematically, in the form of
an analytic signal, we can describe the electric field E(t) by means of the optical carrier with angular frequency 0 and a “slowly varying” and generally
complex amplitude A  t  ,

E  t   A t  exp  j0t .

(2.1)

It shall be noted that the physically measurable signal is real-valued and corresponds to the real-part of the above equation.
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Digital data are transferred onto the optical carrier by means of modulation
which can be understood as the manipulation of the optical carrier’s physical
properties. This section recalls the most common modulation types, namely
intensity modulation and (coherent) quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM).
Other modulation types such as frequency modulation [31], polarization modulation [32], pulse position modulation (PPM) [33] or combinations thereof
[34] are not discussed here. Further in this section, we discuss the corresponding reception mechanisms, namely, direct detection and coherent detection,
and we review quality metrics for these modulation formats.
Following the notation in [35], we can express a digital signal by a discrete set
of symbols ak which in general may be complex with a real and imaginary
part, ak  akr  j aki . Presuming equal probability of all symbols, one encodes
m bits in M = 2m symbols with a symbol duration Ts. The bit rate (or line rate)
r of the signal is related to the symbol rate RS = 1/Ts and the number of symbols in the set (or bits),
r  RS log 2 M  RSm.

(2.2)

The unit of the symbol rate is Baud (Bd) which is defined as
1 Bd = 1 symbol/s. For M = 2, one refers to binary modulation. With two
states, one bit per symbol can be encoded, and the data rate equals the symbol
rate. For M  2 ( m  1 ) and at a constant symbol rate, one transmits more data on the carrier. This relates to the spectral efficiency (SE) which is a quantity
of how much data are transmitted per time and per bandwidth. The spectral
efficiency is given in units of bit/s/Hz.
A time-continuous data signal can then be described by the symbol ak(i) in
the time interval (i), by a modulation waveform p(t) and by the symbol
duration Ts,
x t  



 ak i  p t  iTS .

(2.3)

i 

The modulation waveform p(t) may contain chirping or pulse shaping (see
section 2.1.3 for details).
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2.1.1

Intensity modulation and direct detection

Traditionally, optical transmission systems relied on on-off keying (OOK) as
the typical modulation format. In this type of binary modulation, the optical
data signal is switched between “On” and “Off”, relating to an alphabet
ak ={0,1}. The reception process is simple: The optical power is detected by a
photodiode and converted to an electrical signal. The photocurrent is linearly
related to the received power P~|E|2, and to the sensitivity (responsivity) of the
photodiode is denoted by S,

i(t )  SP  t  .

(2.4)

Typically, the photocurrent i(t) is converted into an electrical voltage u(t)
either by a simple resistor or by means of a transimpedance amplifier (TIA).
The sensitivity describes the photodiode’s conversion efficiency and is related
to the elementary charge e, the quantum efficiency  , the reduced Planck constant and the angular frequency 0 of the incident light,
S

e

0

.

(2.5)

For communication purposes, the bit error ratio (BER) is the typical quality
metric. On-off keying signals can also be evaluated by a few other figures of
merit. Visually, it is characterized by an eye diagram, Figure 2.2. The eye diagram illustrates the shape of the signal in the time domain superimposed a certain number of symbols. Quantitative measures are the extinction ratio (ER)
and the quality factor (Q-factor). The extinction ratio describes how well the
power in the “Off”-state is suppressed referred to the “On”-state. The Q-factor
is a quantity which relates the mean electrical levels u0, u1 and the corresponding standard deviations  0 ,  1 of the “Off” and “On”-state. It can be related
to a BER [36]:
Q

8

u1  u0
,
1   0

(2.6)
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1
 Q 
BER  erfc 
.
2
 2

(2.7)

The Q-factor is especially helpful to analyze or estimate signal quality if realtime analysis of the BER is not possible or if data recordings are not long
enough for statistically relevant BER analysis. The relation of Q and BER uses
the complementary error function
erfc  z  

2



2
z exp  t  dt


(2.8)

and is valid under the assumptions that the sampling time and the decision
threshold were chosen optimally, that “zeros” and “ones” appear with equal
probability, that inter-symbol interference is excluded, and the noise follows a
Gaussian probability distribution. A detailed description of the conversion of
the Q-factor to a BER can be found in Appendix C. In general, Eq. (2.7) cannot be applied for optically pre-amplified signals for which the signal quality
is limited by optical noise: Due to the power-law detection, the assumption of
Gaussian noise does not hold any more for the electrical signal.
More recently, intensity-modulated signals with more than two intensity levels
have attracted quite some attention [37]–[41]. So-called pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM) signals encode more bits per symbol, allowing a higher spectral
efficiency at the expense of reduced noise resilience.

Figure 2.2: Eye diagram of an on-off keying (OOK) signal. The eye diagram is a visual quality
metric of an OOK signal – a wide open “eye” represents a good signal quality.
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2.1.2

Coherent modulation formats

In intensity modulation, any phase information of the optical carrier is disregarded. However, we can also include the phase information, e.g., by defining
alphabets ak  1, 1 or ak  3, 1, 1,  3 , typically referred to as binary

phase shift keying (BPSK) and 4-level bipolar amplitude shift keying (4ASK),
respectively. The so-called constellation diagrams for BPSK and 4ASK modulation are shown in Figure 2.3 (a) and (b). These modulation formats still only
use the real part of an optical signal, but modulation formats can be extended
into the complex plane: complex modulation formats use both the real and imaginary part – referred to in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) component – to carry
information and are nowadays widely used, both, in academia and industry
[42]–[44]. These modulation formats can be limited to phase modulation
(phase shift keying, PSK) only, ak  1, such as quadrature phase shift keying
(QPSK) with 4 constellation points, ak  1  j, 1  j, 1  j, 1  j , where j

denotes the imaginary unit, see Figure 2.3 (c), or higher-order phase modulation formats such as 8-state PSK (8PSK, not depicted). Another typically used
modulation format is quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), e.g., the constellation diagram for 16-state QAM (16QAM) is depicted in Figure 2.3 (d).
Higher-order QAM signals are not depicted in the figure, but 32QAM and
64QAM as well as 512QAM and 1024QAM have been demonstrated in a
number of experiments [14], [45]–[47] . In general, the alphabets for squareshaped QAM signals are given as
ak  akr  j aki


akr , aki  





 

M 1 ,



M  3 ,..., 3, 1,

 1, 3,..., 



 

M  3 ,




M 1 


(2.9)



Unlike QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM and others, some constellations are not arranged in a square but leave out some constellation points in the corners, e.g.,
32QAM, 128QAM and 512QAM. As a consequence, the equation above cannot be used to define the symbols for these modulation formats.
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Figure 2.3: Coherent modulation formats. Coherent modulation formats can either have only
real-valued symbols, as for (a) binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) and (b) 4-level bipolar amplitude-shift keying (4ASK), or use complex-valued symbols such as (c) quadrature phase shift
keying (QPSK) and (d) 16-state quadrature amplitude modulation (16QAM).

Similar to the case of PAM, the spectral efficiency and the data rate increase
with the order of the modulation format, but the signal requires a higher signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR) for the same bit error ratio (BER) [48].
2.1.2.1

Coherent detection

In the previous section, it was stated that direct detection only converts the
optical power into the electrical domain but the phase information is lost. The
reception of bipolar ASK, PSK and QAM signals therefore relies on phasesensitive coherent reception. This section follows the derivation in [49]. For
coherent reception, we superimpose the optical signal



Esig  Asig  t  exp j 0t  sig  t 



(2.10)

with a so-called local oscillator (LO) at an angular frequency LO

ELO  ALO exp  jLOt  LO  .

(2.11)

It is to be noted, that in Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11), the complex amplitude A from
in Eq. (2.1) was separated into a real-valued amplitude term A and a phase
term  included in the complex exponential function. Further, we omit the
time-dependence for the amplitude and phase of the LO such that we neglect
amplitude and phase noise of the LO laser.
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Figure 2.4: Coherent receivers. (a) Phase information of the optical signal can be recovered
through the beating. Therefore, the optical signal Esig is superimposed with a local oscillator
(LO) ELO using an optical 2x2 coupler. The two outputs are coupled to a balanced photodetector
(BPD) consisting of two photodiodes of which the two photocurrents are subtracted from each
other. (b) Coherent receiver for complex-valued modulation formats. Amplitude and phase information of the signal can be recovered by combing two receivers as depicted in (a) and introducing a 90° phase shift for the LO in one arm.

As depicted in Figure 2.4 (a), the two fields are superimposed in an optical
3 dB coupler with a 50:50 coupling ratio which adds a 180° phase shift to the
signal or to the oscillator between the two coupler outputs. Subsequently, the
superimposed signals are detected on two photodiodes at both outputs of the
optical coupler. Provided that the two fields share the same state of polarization (SOP), the fields at the two outputs of the coupler are [49]





(2.12)





(2.13)

E1  t  

1
Esig  t   ELO  t  ,
2

E2  t  

1
Esig  t   ELO  t  .
2

The beating of signal and LO leads to photocurrents
i1  t   SP1 ~

2
1
1
2
Esig  ELO  Esig ELO cos  t    t   ,
2
2

i2  t   SP2 ~

12

2
1
1
2
Esig  ELO  Esig ELO cos  t    t   ,
2
2

(2.14)
(2.15)
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where   sig  LO is the difference frequency and   t   sig  t   LO
is the phase difference of the signal and the local oscillator. Using a balanced
detector in which the photocurrents of the two photodiodes are subtracted,
then yields a combined photocurrent

i  t   i1  t   i2  t  ~ Esig ELO cos  t    t  .
The DC terms Esig

2

and ELO

2

(2.16)

have vanished, leaving only the mixing term

which is of interest. From this beat signal, however, we cannot yet derive the
complex field amplitude. Eq. (2.16) only gives a measure of the amplitude
component oriented in one dimension of the complex plane.
The orthogonal dimension can be retrieved if a second path is introduced in
which the local oscillator is phase shifted by  2 . To this end, a so-called
90°-hybrid is used, see Figure 2.4 (b). It extends the coherent receiver shown
in Figure 2.4 (a) by a second arm with a 90° phase shift in the LO path. In this
structure, the electric fields at the four optical outputs can be summarized as





(2.17)





(2.18)





(2.19)





(2.20)

E1  t  

1
Esig  t   ELO  t 
2

E2  t  

1
Esig  t   ELO  t  .
2

E3  t  

1
Esig  t   j ELO  t 
2

E4  t  

1
Esig  t   j ELO  t  .
2

The photocurrents iI and iQ, of the two balanced detectors, are related to the
sine and cosine of the instantaneous optical phase differences and therefore
refer to the in-phase and quadrature component:

iI  t   i1  t   i2  t  ~ Esig ELO cos  t    t  

(2.21)

iQ  t   i3  t   i4  t  ~ Esig ELO sin  t    t  

(2.22)
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Using iI and iQ, the complex-valued (analytic) signal can be reconstructed [49]





iC  t   iI  t   jiQ  t  ~ Esig ELO exp j t    t   .

(2.23)

Another essential part in coherent communication is the decoding and compensation of signal impairments. Such impairments comprise, e.g., phase (and
amplitude) noise of the transmitter laser and local oscillator, a frequency offset
of both lasers, and transmission effects such as chromatic dispersion and
polarization rotation. These effects are typically compensated digitally. A
short overview on the major DSP blocks is summarized in Appendix B.
The reception mechanism discussed in this section can be used for coherent
modulation formats in general. However, there are distinct modulation and
coding schemes in which the receiver circuit can be simplified. Such differential detection schemes can be applied for PSK (and QPSK) modulation, which
are then referred to as differential phase shift keying (DPSK) and differential
quadrature amplitude modulation (DQPSK). Differential receivers use delayinterferometers to superimpose the signal with a 1 symbol-time-delayed copy
of itself. Thereby, the phase of the signal is evaluated with respect to the preceding symbol instead of to an extra reference. Differential reception is not
discussed in detail here. More detailed information on differential applications
can be found in [50].
2.1.2.2

Error vector magnitude as a quality metric for
coherent modulation

The Q-factor as defined in Eq. (2.6) is only defined for a binary signal and
cannot be used for complex modulation formats. Instead, the error vector
magnitude (EVM) [51], [52] can be used. In the previous section, we defined
the ideal constellation points for QAM signals. The EVM now quantifies how
far a received symbol is from its ideal constellation point, see Figure 2.5. We
define EVM as the root mean square of an error vector Eerr of N randomly
transmitted symbols related to the maximum vector of the ideal constellation
diagram Et, max [51], [52]
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2
1 N
Eerr,i

N i 1

EVM m 

Et,max

2

(2.24)

The definition above includes all signal distortions (also nonlinear ones) and
uses the longest vector of a constellation for normalization which is indicated
by the subscript ‘m’. It is to be noted that another definition of the EVM normalizes to the average power of the M constellation points. Both definitions
are related by a correction factor knorm ,
2
knor
m  Et,max

2

1
M

M

 Et,i

2

(2.25)

,

i 1

which is dependent on the modulation format [51], [52]. Using the number LN
of signal levels identical within each dimension of the (quadratic) constellation, one can convert the EVMm to a BER according to [51], [52]

1  L  erfc 
1

BER 

N

log 2 LN

3log 2 LN
1
 LN2  1  k norm EVM m 2 log 2 M



.



(2.26)

The complementary error function erfc is defined in Eq. (2.8). Similar to the
conversion from Q-factor to BER, the conversion in Eq. (2.26) assumes
Gaussian noise. More details on EVM are found in reference [51], [52].

Figure 2.5: Error vector magnitude (EVM). The error vector magnitude is a quality metric for
complex modulation formats. It relates the deviation Eerr,i of a measured constellation point
from its ideal position Et,i. The definition of EVMm is normalized to the maximum vector length
Et, max of the modulation format. EVM can be related to a BER under the assumption of Gaussian noise limitation.
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2.1.3

Pulse shaping for optical communications

Spectral efficiency – as stated above – depends on the number of bits encoded
per symbol (choice of modulation format). Particularly in wavelength-division
multiplexing (WDM) systems, the channel spacing is another quantity that
affects SE. The channel spacing in turn is dictated by the modulated carrier’s
spectral shape and by potentially required guard bands between the carriers.
Conventionally, optical transmission systems used non-return-to-zero (NRZ)
modulation with an (ideally) rectangular pulse shape in time domain. The
spectral shape is given by the Fourier transform of the time-domain pulse
shape. Hence, for a rectangular pulse shape, the spectrum is sinc-shaped and
features sidelobes. While these sidelobes would theoretically extend until infinity, in practical scenarios they are suppressed by a bandwidth limitation of
the electro-optic components. Nevertheless, to avoid inter-channel interference
(ICI), a guard band has to be inserted. Such a guard band, however, effectively
represents unused bandwidth and consequently limits the achievable spectral
efficiency. Alternatively, the spectral spread of a channel can be limited by
adapting the time-domain pulse shape. In the limiting case, the spectral shape
can be confined to a rectangular power spectrum which is half as broad as
the main lobe of a channel with rectangular pulses and equal symbol rate, see
Figure 2.6 (a).
A commonly used pulse-shaped signal referred to as ‘raised-cosine’ (RC) signal exhibits an amplitude spectrum pRC  f  with raised-cosine shape according to [53]

TS ,


 
 T 
1 
pRC  f   TS 1  cos  S  f 

2TS


 


0,


16

f 

1 
2TS

   1  
1 
 f 
,
   ,
2
T
2TS
S
  
1 
 f
2TS

(2.27)
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where  is referred to as the roll-off factor and takes values between zero and
one. The roll-off factor  describes the excess bandwidth beyond the signal’s
Nyquist frequency 1 2TS , e.g., for   1 2 the excess bandwidth is 50 %. The
corresponding time-domain pulse shape pRC(t) of an RC signal is [54]
pRC (t ) 

sin  t TS  cos  t TS 
.
 t TS 1  4 2t 2 TS 2

(2.28)

From the equation above, we find that the sinc-pulse is a special case of the
RC pulse shape with   0 . For   0 , the time domain pulse shape is a ‘sinclike function’.
Unlike a rectangular pulse, the pulses of an RC signal are not confined to the
duration of a single symbol TS but expand further into neighboring time slots.
Nevertheless, pulses of RC signals fulfill the condition [54]
1, for i  0
pRC  iTS   
,
0, for i  1,  2, ...

(2.29)

stating that each pulse is zero in the center of any neighboring pulse, Figure
2.6 (b). Fulfilling the Nyquist criterion, the pulse shape of an RC signal belongs to the group of Nyquist pulses, specifying that they are free from intersymbol interference (ISI).
Another commonly used pulse shape exhibits a spectrum shaped as a (square)
root-raised cosine (RRC). RRC signals defined by [53]

pRRC  f  

pRC  f  ,

(2.30)

are not free from ISI. Instead, their appeal results from matched filter theory:
when using an RRC-shaped receiver (Rx) filter, it acts as a matched filter on
the signal transmitted, hence maximizing the signal’s SNR [53]. At the same
time and according to Eq. (2.30), applying an RRC Rx filter on an RRC signal
yields an RC signal, and hence removes ISI. Thereby, RRC signals combine
the limited spectral width of pulse-shaped signals with a matched filter maximizing the signal’s SNR.
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Figure 2.6: Pulse shaping in optical communications. (a) The spectrum of conventional NRZ
signals (black) features sidelobes leading to a broad sprectral width of a data signal. The spectral shape can be narrowed down such that several data channels can be spaced more closely.
The spectrum of a ‘raised cosine’ (RC) signal with roll-off β = 0 (red) has a rectangular shape.
(b) The time-domain pulse shape of an RC signal with β = 0 is a sinc-pulse (solid) and fulfills
the Nyquist criterion, stating that neighboring pulses (dashed) are zero in the center of any other
symbol. The combined signal (red) is hence free from inter-symbol (ISI) interference.

More information on the real-time generation of pulse-shaped signals and corresponding aspects such as latency and computational complexity can be
found in [55] and [56].

2.2

Principle of Mach-Zehnder and IQ modulators

The optical modulator is a key component of the optical transmitter subsystem. This section limits itself to Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZM); other
modulator types such as resonant devices [57], [58], electro-absorption modulators (EAM) [59] as well as direct modulation of lasers are excluded here. In
the first part we will review the function principle of a MZM. In the following
subsections we will then discuss the realization of modulators on the silicon
platform. The principle of an MZM bases on the Mach-Zehnder interferometer: an input electric field Ein(t) is split into equal parts in an optical power divider. Phase shifter sections in both arms of the MZM allow manipulating the
optical signal before recombination in a second optical combiner, Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM). The incoming optical signal
Ein(t) is split in two arms, in which the phase can be modulated. Subsequently, the light is combined in an output coupler and the signals from the two arms interfere to form the output signal.

The optical combiner and divider can be realized as multi-mode interference
(MMI) couplers. For a 2 × 2 MMI coupler, we can write the two input and two
output fields as vectors, E in , E out and the transfer function of a (lossless)
MMI coupler can be described by a matrix
M 22 

1  1  j

.
2 j 1 

(2.31)

The electric fields of the optical signal at the two outputs of the MZM, Eout,1(t)
and Eout,2(t), can then be described by the input electric field Ein(t) and by the
phase shifts in the two arms of the MZM, φ1 and φ2:
   2 
 1  2 
Eout,1  t   jEin  t  exp  j 1
 cos 

2 

 2 
   2   1  2 
Eout,2  t   jEin  t  exp  j 1
 sin 

2   2 


(2.32)

In the above equation, the time-dependence of the phases φ1(t) and φ2(t) during modulation was omitted in favor of improved readability. Modulating the
phases φ1(t) and φ2(t) in both arms of the MZM refers to a so-called dual-drive
MZM. An MZM has two outputs. In practice, however, only one port is connected. The second port may be used as a monitor port for automatic bias control systems. Therefore, in the following considerations, only one output Eout(t)
will be considered. Eq. (2.32) describes the general transfer function for an
MZM and can be simplified for distinct operation modes: in push-push operation, the time-dependent phase shifts in the two MZM arms are equal,
φ(t) = φ1(t) = φ2(t), and the MZM acts as a phase modulator:
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Eout  t   j Ein  t  exp  j  t  

(2.33)

In push-pull operation, the phase shifts of the two arms are equal but with
opposite sign, φ(t) = φ1(t) = –φ2(t). Then, the MZM acts as a pure amplitude
modulator without residual phase modulation:

Eout  t   jEin  t  cos   t   bias 

(2.34)

In Eq. (2.34), we include a biasing phase shift, φbias, which can be used to adjust the operating point of the modulator. Typically, for amplitude modulation,
the MZM is biased in the null point, φbias = –π/2. For intensity modulation, the
modulator is operated in the quadrature (or 3 dB) point, φbias = –π/4. The (amplitude) transfer function for push-pull operation of a MZM, Eq. (2.34), can be
re-written in order to give the intensity transfer function as follows
1 1

I out  I in   cos  2  t   2bias   .
2 2


(2.35)

Push-push and push-pull operation only require a single signal to operate the
device. Unless further noted, we assume an MZM operated in push-pull mode
in the following. While in principle and according to Eq. (2.32) any point in
the complex plain can be addressed by a dual-drive MZM, this is not possible
in push-pull operation. In order to address the complex plane, an in-phase/
quadrature (IQ) modulator consisting of two nested MZM can be used. In this
configuration, two “child” MZM are arranged in a “parent” MZM, Figure 2.8.
One MZM modulates the real part, the so-called in-phase (I) component. An
additional phase shifter introduces a 90°-phase shift such that the signal of the
second arm of the IQ structure can be interpreted as the imaginary part or
quadrature (Q) component. Using an IQ modulator rather than a dual-drive
MZM allows to use simple and independent drive signals for the I and Q component. The analytic signal at the output of the IQ modulator can be described
by the phase shifts φI and φQ in the two MZM:
1
1

Eout  t   Ein  t   sin I  t    j sin Q  t   
2
2
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of an in-phase/quadrature (IQ) modulator. Two “child” MZM are arranged in a “parent” MZM. In-phase and quadrature component are modulated independently
with push-pull MZM. A static 90°-phase shift allows to address the complex plane.

Note that in the equation above, the bias terms have been omitted. Instead, the
typical operating point at null transmission is implicitly included in the sine
notation.
Conventional electro-optic modulators, e.g., realized on lithium niobate
(LiNbO3), exploit the linear electro-optic effect, also referred to Pockels effect.
A summary of the Pockels effect can be found in Appendix A and in Reference [60]. A more detailed discussion of optical nonlinearities can be found in
Reference [61]. In essence, the linear electro-optic effect leads to an optical
phase shift that is linearly dependent on a modulating voltage. In this context,
a common figure of merit for an electro-optic phase shifter is the π-voltage
Uπ,PM for which the optical phase is shifted by φPM = π. Similarly, a π-voltage
Uπ,MZM can be defined for a push-pull Mach-Zehnder structure with two parallel phase shifters. It is commonly defined by a relative phase difference of π in
the two arms, ΔφMZM = φ1-φ2 = 2φ = π. In other words, we define the
π-voltage for a push-pull MZM as the voltage that is required to switch between full transmission (constructive interference, “bright”) and zero transmission (destructive interference, “dark”). Unless otherwise noted, we use Uπ
for the π-voltage of an MZM and omit the subscript ‘MZM’. Similar to the
modulating voltage, also the phase shifter length linearly affects the phase
shift, and consequently, the π-voltage-length product UπL is another figure of
merit that describes the modulation efficiency of an electro-optic modulator.
Using the π-voltage, we can also express the phase shifts by a modulating
voltage u(t) and the π-voltage U and rewrite the amplitude and intensity
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transfer functions, Eqs. (2.34) and (2.35), and the transfer function of an IQ
modulator, Eq. (2.36) ,
 u t   
Eout  t   jEin  t  cos 

 U 2 

(2.37)

1 1
 u t   
  
I out  Iin   cos 
 U  
2 2

(2.38)

 1  u  t    1  uQ  t    
Eout  t   Ein  t   sin  I
 j sin 

 2  U ,I 2  2  U ,Q 2  






(2.39)

Note that in practice, the π-voltages of the two “child” MZM in the IQ modulator might differ (slightly) such that we discriminate between U ,I and U ,Q .

2.2.1

All-silicon electro-optic modulators

For a long time, LiNbO3 modulators exploiting the Pockels effect have been
the most commonly used modulators. Such modulators, however, are bulky
with lengths of several centimeters and not suited for dense photonic integration. This gap in the photonic portfolio can be filled by semiconductor-based
optical modulators. Offering the potential for co-integration with electronics
[62], this section will focus on silicon-photonic modulators. While this thesis
covers silicon-organic hybrid (SOH) modulators, conventional, all-silicon modulators are introduced here and serve as a benchmark for SOH devices. Other
material platforms such as indium phosphide (InP) are not discussed here.
On the silicon platform, the electro-optic effect does not exist [63], because of
the inversion symmetry of the crystalline silicon. Instead, all-silicon modulators typically rely on the plasma-dispersion effect which changes the refractive
index of the material in dependence of the concentration of free carriers [63].
Hence, a change in the absorption also modulates the amplitude of the optical
signal [63]. One discriminates three types of silicon photonic modulators [13]:
carrier injection, carrier accumulation, and carrier depletion, see Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Schematic of different types silicon photonic modulators based on the plasma dispersion effect. (a) Carrier injection modulator. The waveguide is realized in the intrinsic section
which is connected to the metal contacts via p and n-doped sections. (b) Carrier accumulation
modulator. An additional insulating layer in the intrinsic section leads to the accumulation of
carriers and avoids a current flow. (c) Carrier depletion modulator. Waveguide is integrated in a
p-n junction. Unlike the injection and accumulation-type modulators, depletion-type modulators are operated under reverse bias.

For carrier injection modulators, the photonic waveguide is realized in the
intrinsic section of a p-i-n junction that is operated under forward bias. The
associated current flow consequently leads to comparatively high energy consumption. Carrier accumulation modulators feature a similar structure but
have an additional insulation layer in the waveguide. While carrier injection
[64], [65] and accumulation layer [16], [66] modulators feature U L -product
around 1 Vmm, the bandwidth is limited by a slow minority recombination
dynamics and an intrinsic capacitance, respectively [13], [63], [64]. In contrast, carrier depletion modulators with a p-n junction in the waveguide layer
are operated in reverse bias and allow for high modulation speeds, but offer
only a limited modulation efficiency around 10 Vmm [67], [68]. As a consequence, high-speed depletion-type silicon modulators require high drive voltages even for modulator lengths of several millimeters and hence, the associated energy per bit is in the order of 1 pJ/bit. This number can be hardly
optimized as the phase shift is induced by a depletion (or injection) of carriers.
The energy consumption hence is given by the required amount of carriers that
is moved and the modulator design may merely trade drive voltage for drive
current [17].
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2.2.2

Silicon-organic hybrid (SOH) modulators

An alternative approach on the silicon platform is the so-called silicon-organic
hybrid (SOH) technology which combines the silicon photonic platform with
organic electro-optic (EO) materials. Thus, SOH integration maintains the advantages of silicon photonics such as the small footprint and mature processing and adds the second-order nonlinearity of organic EO materials, hence
allowing for electro-optic modulation based on the Pockels effect.
SOH phase shifters on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform are realized as
silicon slot waveguides which are formed by two silicon rails and the silicon
slot is filled with the organic EO material [18]. The EO material is deposited
in a dedicated process step after fabrication of the silicon chips, for example
by spin coating. A schematic cross-section of an SOH modulator is depicted in
Figure 2.10 (a). The buried oxide (BOX) acts as a lower cladding material and
the EO material as an upper cladding material. The silicon rails are connected
to the electrodes via thin silicon slabs. The slabs are n-doped and hence conductive. Dependent on the fabrication process, the structured silicon layer may
be covered with a protective silicon oxide cladding layer. In this case, additional vertical vias may be used to connect the silicon slabs and the electrodes
and an oxide opening process is required to access the slot for the deposition
of the EO material. Detailed explanations on the fabrication processes and
SOH modulators in general are found in References [60] and [21]. It shall be
noted that while SOH phase shifters rely on slot waveguides, the feeding
waveguides can be realized as common silicon strip waveguides that are connected to the slot waveguides via mode converters [69].
For a quasi-TE mode in the slot waveguide, the light is highly confined to the
slot region Aslot [70]. This is due to the discontinuity of the normal field component at the interface of the silicon rail to the EO cladding material leading to
a field enhancement in the slot region. A simulation of the x-component of the
optical mode is shown in Figure 2.10 (b). Similarly, a modulating voltage
Um applied between the two metal electrodes drops across the narrow slot
leading to a strong electric field in the slot, see Figure 2.10 (c) visualizing the
x-component of the modulating electric field.
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Figure 2.10: Schematic SOH modulators (a) cross-section of an SOH phase modulator. The
silicon slot waveguide is formed by two silicon rails and filled with the organic electro-optic
(EO) material. The rails are connected to metal electrodes via thin slightly n-doped silicon
slabs. The waveguides structures are realized on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer with a silicon substrate and a buried oxide (BOX) layer. (b) Field distribution of the x-component of the
optical mode in the slot waveguide. A large portion of the field is confined into the slot area
Aslot due to the field enhancement at the interface of the silicon rails to the EO material in the
slot. (c) Field distribution of an electric field induced by a voltage applied to the electrodes. The
field is confined to the slot. The large overlap with the optical mode leads to an efficient electro-optic modulation.

The strong overlap of the two fields leads to an efficient EO modulation and
can be quantified by the so-called field interaction factor  . Using the parallel
plate capacitor approximation, the modulating field in the slot region Aslot can
be assumed to be constant, Em = Um/wslot, where the slot area Aslot is defined by
slot width wslot and the height of the silicon rails hrail. The field interaction factor can be defined using the vectorial mode fields
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where nEO is the refractive index of the organic cladding material in the slot,
c is the vacuum speed of light, and  0 is the vacuum dielectric constant. Using
the assumption of a constant modulating electric field, Eq. (2.40) is a good
approximation, only underestimating the exact value by a few percent [21].
The phase shift in a single SOH phase modulator can be described using the
field interaction  and the refractive index nEO of the specific EO material and
the electro-optic coefficient r33 ,

1
2

3
  nEO
r33 Emk0 L .

(2.41)

Further, the previous equation uses the phase shifter length L , the modulating
field Em and the vacuum wavenumber k0. The π-voltages for a single SOH
phase modulator and for an SOH MZM can then be written as
U π,PM 

wslot 
3
nEO
r33 L

(2.42)

and
U  U ,MZM 

wslot 
,
2 nE3 O r33L

(2.43)

where we again drop the subscript ‘MZM’ for the π-voltage of a MZM in
push-pull operation. For the remainder of this thesis, we will refer to SOH
MZMs unless noted otherwise. SOH MZMs are realized with electrodes
arranged in ground-signal-ground (GSG) configuration, Figure 2.11. SOH
MZM typically exhibit π-voltage-length products of the order of 1 Vmm and
have been demonstrated down to 0.5 Vmm [20], [71] and 0.32 Vmm [72],
respectively.
The second key component of SOH modulators beside the slot waveguide is
the organic electro-optic material. These materials exhibit an intrinsic bandwidth in the order of tens of THz and simultaneously provide large electrooptic coefficients up to r33  500 pm V [73]. Due to their good processability
and opportunity for deposition on various material systems, organic materials
are attractive for the realization of electro-optic modulators. The nonlinearity
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of the overall material is provided by the electro-optic organic molecules, also
referred to as chromophores. These molecules usually consist of a donor and
an acceptor part connected by a π -conjugated electron bridge. A detailed explanation on organic nonlinear materials is found in References [73] and [74].
The organic EO material is deposited on the slot waveguides and, subsequently,
the chromophores are randomly oriented. Consequently, no appreciable r33 is
found. To enable a macroscopic nonlinearity, the chromophores require an
average acentric order, which can be obtained through a one-time electric field
poling process: At an elevated temperature near the glass transition temperature of the EO material, a poling voltage Upol is applied across the floating
ground electrodes of an SOH Mach-Zehnder modulator, Figure 2.11. Thereby,
poling fields orientated in x-direction with approximately equal strength are
induced in the two phase shifter sections, indicated by the green arrows in the
figure.

Figure 2.11: Operation principle of SOH MZM. A poling voltage Upol applied across the (floating) ground electrodes generates electric fields that are oriented in the same direction in the two
slots (green arrows). The electro-optic (EO) chromophores align accordingly. After poling,
when connected to the RF circuit (red) the modulating voltage Um generates electric fields in
the same and opposite direction with respect to the chromophore orientation in the two slots
(red arrows). Thereby, phase shifts of equal magnitude but opposite sign are generated and the
MZM is operated in push-pull configuration. The dynamic behavior can be understood when
interpreting the silicon slabs as resistors and the slot as a capacitance. The RC characteristic,
microwave losses and a potential velocity mismatch between the optical and electrical mode
lead to bandwidth limitations of SOH modulators.
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The electric poling fields apply a torque on the dipolar chromophores leading
to an orientation of the chromophores according to the poling fields and to an
average acentric orientation. While maintaining the poling voltage, the device
is then cooled to ambient temperatures. Thereby, the chromophore alignment
remains even after removing the poling voltage. During operation, for SOH
MZMs with electrodes in GSG configuration, the modulating fields induced
by the modulating voltage (or drive voltage) Um are oriented in the same and
opposite direction with respect to the chromophore alignment in each of the
two slot waveguides as indicated by the red arrows in Figure 2.11. Thereby,
the phase shifts in the two phase modulator sections are of equal magnitude
but opposite sign and the SOH MZM is operated in push-pull mode.
SOH modulators have been demonstrated with different EO materials [20],
[71], [72], [75], [76]. Properties of various EO materials are discussed in detail
in References [20], [77]. For SOH modulators, a record-high in-device EO
coefficient of 359 pm/V was reported in [72]. The present work relies on the
use of the commercially available organic EO materials SEO100 and SEO250
from Soluxra [78]–[82]. Being guest-host materials comprising amorphous
polycarbonate and electro-optic chromophores with a similar chemical structure, both materials exhibit comparable optical properties and glass transition
temperatures [78], [82]. While exhibiting a lower electro-optic coefficient r33
of 191 pm/V (147 pm/V) in bulk material (in-device) at a wavelength of
1550 nm, their glass transition temperature of approximately 140 °C is more
than 50 °C higher compared to the high-r33 material used in reference [72].
This is of particular interest concerning the materials’ stability: Higher glass
transition temperatures are required for operation in environments with elevated temperatures. In terms of the EO materials’ stability, one generally discriminates two major effects: stability against thermal relaxation and robustness
against photon-induced oxidation.
Thermal relaxation describes the process of decreasing average acentric order
in a poled EO material. It is a naturally occurring process since the acentric
orientation is energetically unfavorable for the EO chromophores. Thermal relaxation is mainly driven by temperature, which increases the molecular mobility of the chromophores, but it can be accelerated by applying a modulating
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field. In a previous experiment, it was shown that SOH modulators functionalized with SEO100 are suited for operation at elevated temperatures of 80°C
under ambient atmospheric conditions [22] and the manufacturer specifies stability up to 85°C [80]. It is to be expected that even higher operating temperatures can be achieved, for instance, using cross-linking techniques [83] which
establish additional chemical bonds subsequent to the poling procedure such
that the movement of the chromophores is more strongly impeded. Alternatively, using materials with intrinsically higher glass transition temperatures
such as side-chain EO polymers [84] reduces the mobility of the chromophores even at elevated temperatures. Thermal relaxation is a reversible process such that by re-poling the acentric order can be re-established [80].
Secondly, photo-oxidation, which is irreversible, directly affects the molecules
themselves and degrades (or destroys) their electro-optic activity. Photoninduced degradation, or photobleaching, of organic EO material, as the name
says, is provoked by the absorption of photons and a subsequent chemical
reaction with dissolved oxygen. Thereby, it directly affects the chemical structure of the molecule and consequently its optical properties. The chemical
relations and a more detailed description of photobleaching is given in Reference [85]. While the EO materials typically do not absorb in the wavelength
region around 1550 nm [77], [79], [86], absorption cannot be excluded: twophoton absorption (TPA) can excite higher states and contribute to photobleaching if the intensities are high enough. Due to the nanoscopic crosssection of the SOH slot-waveguide, even moderate power levels of a few
milliwatts result in intensities in the order of MW/cm2 and consequently TPA
cannot be excluded.
These aspects are subject to ongoing research activities, and it is expected that
photobleaching can be reduced by cross-linking, which reduces oxygen diffusion into the material [87], [88]. Alternatively, encapsulation of the devices
using techniques similar to those applied to organic light-emitting diodes
(OLED) would eliminate the possibility for oxygen-mediated degradation.
Such techniques would make the devices also tolerant towards elevated humidity levels, even though previous investigations did not show humidityinduced material degradations [89].
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Figure 2.12: Equivalent circuit representation for lumped element approximation of an SOH
phase modulator. The open loop voltage U0 and the source resistance Rsource represent the
voltage source. The slab resistivity Rslab for both slabs and the slot capacitance Cslot model the
modulator which is terminated by a resistance Rt.

2.2.2.1

Bandwidth of SOH modulators and gate voltage

For high-speed communications, it is of great interest to understand the bandwidth limitations of the modulator. For SOH modulators, we can interpret the
slot waveguide as a capacitance that is charged and discharged via the (limitedly) conductive silicon slabs as indicated in Figure 2.11. Therefore we find a
fundamental RC lowpass characteristic resulting from the device principle and
the associated geometry. The equivalent circuit representation of an SOH
phase modulator in lumped element approximation is depicted in Figure 2.12.
Considering the resistivity of the slabs and the terminating resistance, Rslab and
Rt, the impedance of the slot Zslot itself, and the source voltage U0, the voltage
across the slot Uslot in an SOH phase modulator has been derived as [21]
U slot

U0

Zslot (Zm )
.
2 Rslab  2Zslot (Zm )  Rt

(2.44)

This derivation assumes that the terminating resistance is matched to the one
of the source. Other factors that influence the bandwidth are microwave losses
on the transmission line and a potential group velocity mismatch of the electrical and optical wave.
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These effects are discussed in more detail in [60] and [21]. According to [21],
microwave losses can be included by considering an effective length of the
phase modulator,
L 
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where  L (m ) 2 is the amplitude attenuation factor. For short single-drive
SOH MZM we can assume that the group velocity mismatch of the optical and
electrical field can be neglected. Then, for a sinusoidal modulating voltage at
angular frequency m the phase modulation can be expressed as [21]

MZM (m )  0

Leff (m )
,
L
Rslab  Rt
1
Zslot ( )
1

(2.46)

where the phase modulation at modulating angular frequency ωm=0 is
φ0=φ(ωm=0).
In principle, the device parameters such as the slot capacitance and the resistivity of the slabs and hence the RC device bandwidth are defined by design
and fabrication. Nevertheless, the device bandwidth can still be modified by
applying a gate voltage. For the current designs of SOH modulators, the gate
voltage is applied between the device layer and the bulk silicon. Thereby it
generates a highly conductive electron accumulation layer below the Si slab
surface near the SiO2-layer which leads to an increased conductivity of the
silicon slabs. Consequently, the reduced RC constant leads to a higher device
bandwidth. The influence of the gate field on the device bandwidth is discussed in Reference [90] and SOH modulators have been demonstrated up to
an electro-optic bandwidth of 100 GHz [19]. Similar to the discussion of allsilicon modulators in the previous chapter, the additional free carriers in the
silicon slabs lead to an (static) excess loss of the optical waveguides. The effect of the gate voltage and the corresponding electron accumulation layer on
excess loss is discussed in detail in References [91]–[93].
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As the gate voltage drops across the thin slabs and the bulk oxide layer, typical
gate fields in the order of 0.1 V/nm require gate voltages in the order of
100 V. Such high voltages are not a viable option for commercial applications.
In Reference [94], this issue is addressed and it proposes a top gate solution:
rather than applying the voltage across the oxide layer, the fabricated structure
could be complemented with an additional insulating and a silicon gate layer.
Thereby, the voltage would not drop across a few micrometers but across a
thin layer only.

2.2.3

Plasmonic-organic hybrid (POH) modulators

Besides SOH integration, the related concept of plasmonic-organic hybrid
(POH) integration equally relies on a slot waveguide and the interaction of the
optical wave with an organic EO material. In contrast to SOH modulators,
POH modulators use metallic slot waveguides rather than silicon slot waveguides. In this chapter, the fundamentals of POH modulators are reviewed.
A more detailed description of POH modulators can be found in References
[95]–[98]. Further, References [17] and [99] review and compare POH and
SOH modulators.
Wave propagation in POH waveguides relies on surface electro-magnetic
waves, also referred to as surface plasmon polaritons (SPP), which exist at the
interface of two materials with opposite sign for the relative permittivity [95],
[100]. For telecommunication wavelengths, this holds for metal-dielectric interfaces, and POH modulators are realized by metal-insulator-metal (MIM)
waveguides, see Figure 2.13. In POH modulators found in literature [96]–[98],
[101], [102], gold (Au) is used as metallic material while an EO material inside the metal slot is used as the insulator. Inside the plasmonic waveguide,
the SPP is strongly confined to the slot region [96] and the strong overlap with
the modulating field, which is confined to the slot area as well, leads to πvoltage-length products as small as 60 Vµm [97]. Typical device lengths are
in the order 10 µm and the device footprint amounts to a few µm², only. Due
to the small form factor, the device capacity is in the order of a few fF [96],
[97]. At the same time, the resistance in the metallic electrodes is negligible
and consequently the RC low pass characteristic is no practical limitation [96].
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Figure 2.13: Schematic cross-section of a POH phase modulator. The plasmonic slot waveguide is formed by two metal electrodes and is filled with the organic electro-optic (EO) material. Similar to the principle of SOH modulators, the optical mode is highly confined into the
slot region allowing for effective EO modulation.

As a result, POH modulators are suited for high-bandwidth applications and
device bandwidths of more than 170 GHz have been reported [102].
The carrier-to-sideband power ratio in [102], however, was about 30 dB, indicating that the drive voltage in the order of 0.5 V amounted to only a few percent of the π-voltage. This is a consequence of the comparatively high
π-voltages which are typically in the order of multiple volts or exceed 10 V
[97], [102]. The considerable propagation losses in the order of 400 dB/mm in
plasmonic waveguides with Au electrodes [101] pose limits on the maximum
phase shifter length [17] which in turn leads to higher π-voltages than for SOH
modulators. Therefore, Reference [17] uses another figure of merit, aUπL,
which combines the propagation loss a, given in dB/mm, and UπL. The figure
aUπL is given in dB V and can be interpreted as the π-voltage for a device
with a 1 dB insertion loss or as the insertion loss of a device with a π-voltage
of 1 V.
Assuming that the propagation loss of a POH device can be reduced to
200 dB/mm when using silver (Ag) electrodes [17] and using a U L -product
in the order of 50 Vµm, one finds 10 dB V for the aU L figure of merit. This
compares well to Si pn-modulators which are in the same order of magnitude
[17]. However, this value is significantly higher than for SOH modulators:
When assuming an achievable propagation loss around 2 dB/mm in the Si slot
waveguide and taking into account U L -products of 0.5 Vmm [20], [71], we
find aU L to be in the order of 1 dB V [17] for SOH modulators.
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Electro-optic modulators for high-speed on-off keying (OOK) are key components of short- and medium-reach interconnects in data-center networks. Small
footprint, cost-efficient large-scale production, small drive voltages and ultralow power consumption are of paramount importance for such devices. Here
we demonstrate that the concept of silicon-organic hybrid (SOH) integration
perfectly meets these challenges. The approach combines the unique processing advantages of large-scale silicon photonics with unrivalled electro-optic
(EO) coefficients obtained by molecular engineering of organic materials. Our
proof-of-concept experiments demonstrate generation and transmission of
OOK signals at line rates of up to 100Gbit/s using a 1.1mm-long SOH
Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) featuring a π-voltage of only 0.9V. The experiment represents the first demonstration of 100 Gbit/s OOK on the silicon
photonic platform, featuring the lowest drive voltage and energy consumption
ever demonstrated for a semiconductor-based device at this data rate. We support our results by a theoretical analysis showing that the nonlinear transfer
characteristic of the MZM can help to overcome bandwidth limitations of the
modulator and the electric driver circuitry. We expect that high-speed powerefficient SOH modulators may have transformative impact on short-reach
networks, enabling compact transceivers with unprecedented efficiency, thus
building the base of future interfaces with Tbit/s data rates.

3.1

Introduction

Global data traffic continues to grow at double-digit annual rates [4], driven
by cloud-based service delivery, video on demand, or Internet-of-Things (IoT)
applications. To keep pace with this evolution, transceivers on all levels of
optical networks are subject to the same challenge: To radically increase data
rates, while maintaining acceptable technical complexity and energy consumption. In long-reach core and metropolitan networks, this challenge can be met
by advanced modulation formats that exploit advances in high-speed digital
signal processing (DSP) and advanced photonic integration. These approaches
have led to transmission demonstrations at data rates in excess of 500 Gbit/s
on a single polarization, using, e.g., 64-state quadrature amplitude modulation
(64QAM) in conjunction with symbol rates up to 100 GBd [45], [103]. When
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it comes to short-reach transmission over distances of a few kilometers or less
in data centers or campus-area networks, however, higher-order modulation
formats and the associated coherent reception techniques are prohibitive in
terms of technical complexity and power consumption of the DSP. As a consequence, short-reach transmission largely relies on simple on-off-keying
(OOK) as a modulation format that can be directly detected with a single highspeed photodiode. Such schemes are at the heart of current transceivers, e.g.,
for 100 Gbit/s Ethernet interfaces, that usually exploit low-cost vertical-cavity
surface emitting lasers (VCSEL) or silicon photonic modulators to generate
four spatially or spectrally separated data streams of 25 Gbit/s [104]–[106].
For future interfaces operating at data rates of 400 Gbit/s, 800 Gbit/s or
1.6 Tbit/s, however, parallelization of 25 Gbit/s channels is not a sustainable
option [107]. Instead, lane rates of 100 Gbit/s are considered indispensable to
maintain further scalability of throughput in campus-area and data-center networks. In this context, the key challenge is to build transmitters that can generate 100 Gbit/s OOK data streams at lowest possible power consumption, and
such transceivers have even been identified as the “Holy Grail” of the Ethernet
ecosystem by the Ethernet Alliance [107]. In fact, while a wide variety of
compact high-speed optical modulators has been demonstrated over the last
years [102], [108]–[117], only a few [102], [110], [111], [114] are at all capable of providing OOK data rates of 100 Gbit/s, and often feature comparatively high operating voltages of 2 V or more. When it comes to high-speed
Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZM), the most efficient 100 Gbit/s device
demonstrated so far is based on 2.5 mm long phase shifters and features a
π-voltage of 2 V [111].
In this paper we show that these limitations can be overcome by siliconorganic hybrid (SOH) modulators [17], [19], [20], [22], [71], [72], [75], [76],
[94], [118]–[123] that combine the advantages of large-scale silicon photonic
integration with the extraordinarily high electro-optic (EO) coefficients obtained by molecular engineering of organic materials [73], [124]. We demonstrate generation of OOK signals up to 100 Gbit/s using a 1.1 mm-long SOH
MZM which features a π-voltage of only 0.9 V. The associated switching energy amounts to less than 98 fJ/bit – a record-low value for transmission at
100 Gbit/s OOK using semiconductor-based modulators. In our experiments,
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we operate the device at a peak-to-peak voltage of 1.4 V, thereby exploiting
the nonlinear transfer characteristic of the MZM to mitigate impairments by
limited bandwidth of the modulator and of the transceiver circuitry, which
leads to an estimated BER down to 6.6  10-6. We support our experiments by
a theoretical analysis that takes into account the measured transfer function of
the modulator and of the driver circuits. Besides signal generation, we transmit
a 100 Gbit/s OOK stream over a dispersion-compensated 10 km standard single-mode fiber (SMF) link. This is the first transmission experiment of a
100 Gbit/s OOK signal generated by a semiconductor-based modulator. Unlike previous implementations [22], [118] and competing device concepts
[96], [97], [101], [102] fabricated by high-resolution electron beam lithography, our modulators were processed in a commercial silicon photonics line
together with the full portfolio of silicon photonic devices and Ge photodiodes
using standard 248 nm deep-UV lithography. In contrast to earlier demonstrations of SOH electro-optic modulators [22], [118], [119], [123], this work focusses on high-speed serial transmission using simple on-off-keying and direct
detection techniques rather than technically demanding quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM), thereby considerably reducing hardware complexity and
avoiding energy-intensive signal processing. When combined with highly efficient CMOS drivers, SOH modulators have the potential to open a technically
and commercially superior avenue towards short-reach transceivers with unprecedented energy efficiency that will be key for future Ethernet interfaces at
Tbit/s data rates.

3.2

Materials and methods

3.2.1

Principle of a silicon-organic hybrid (SOH)
electro-optic (EO) phase modulator

SOH modulators combine silicon-on-insulator (SOI) slot waveguides and
electro-optic (EO) cladding materials [17]. A schematic of an SOH MachZehnder modulator (MZM) and its cross-section are depicted in Figure 3.1 (a)
and (b), respectively. The phase shifters consist of a silicon slot waveguide
which is formed by two silicon rails [17]. Due to the discontinuity of the
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normal electric field component at the interface to the silicon rails, the dominant field component 0,x for the quasi-TE polarization in the slot is strongly
enhanced, Figure 3.1 (b), Inset (1). The slot is filled with an organic EO material which provides a high χ(2)-nonlinearity (Pockels effect). The silicon rails
are connected to aluminum (Al) electrodes via thin n-doped silicon slabs and
aluminum vias (not depicted). A modulation voltage applied to the Al electrodes drops completely across the narrow slot and leads to a strong electric
field Ex,RF which is well confined to the silicon slot region, Figure 3.1 (b), Inset (2). The strong electric field interacts with the EO organic cladding and
leads to a pronounced change of the refractive index, and consequently to a
phase modulation of the optical wave. For estimating the phase shift φ in an
SOH waveguide, we may assume that the modulating radio-frequency RF
field features only an x-component which has a constant value of
Ex,RF = Um/wslot in the slot region Aslot, see Figure 3.1 (b), and which is negligible outside. This leads to the relation [17]
1 3
φ  nEO
r33 Ex,RFk0 L,
2

(3.1)

where k0  2  is the optical wavenumber at a vacuum wavelength  ,  is
the field interaction factor, nEO is the refractive index of the organic cladding
material in the slot if no voltage is applied, r33 is the EO coefficient and L
describes the length of the phase shifter. The field interaction factor  can be
calculated in terms of the vectorial mode fields 0(x,y) and 0  x, y  of the
fundamental waveguide modes [17],
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Where c is the vacuum speed of light, and ε0 is the vacuum dielectric constant.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of an SOH Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM). (a) Top view of an MZM
with two SOH phase shifters, a coplanar ground-signal-ground (GSG) transmission line, and a
pair of multi-mode interference (MMI) couplers. (b) Cross-sectional view of the phase shifter
section of the SOH MZM fabricated on a silicon-on-isolator substrate with a 2 µm thick buried
oxide (BOX) layer. The slot waveguide (wslot = 160 nm, wrail = 240 nm, hSlab = 70 nm) is formed
by two silicon rails and is embedded into an organic electro-optic (EO) cladding material. The
slot is connected to the aluminum (Al) transmission lines by thin n-doped silicon slabs and
aluminum vias (not depicted). A poling voltage Upol applied across the (floating) ground electrodes at an elevated temperature close to the material’s glass transition point aligns the EO
chromophores in the slot (green arrows). An electric field generated from a modulation signal
Um applied to the GSG electrodes (red arrows) is oriented parallel (anti-parallel) with respect to
the chromophores orientation in the left (right) slots. This leads to a phase shift of equal magnitude but opposite sign in the two slots, resulting in chirp-free push-pull operation. The electronic bandwidth of an SOH MZM is limited by the inherent RC lowpass characteristic resulting
from the limited conductivity of the n-doped silicon slabs and the capacitance of the slot. Inset (1): Dominant x-component of the optical electric field 0,x in the slot waveguide with slot
area Aslot. Inset (2): Field component Ex,RF of the electrical RF drive signal. Both the optical and
the electrical field are well confined to the slot and overlap strongly for an efficient modulation.
Inset (3): Electron accumulation layer. The modulator bandwidth is increased by a decreased
resistance (R) of the slabs, induced by a charge accumulation layer that can be generated by a
“gate voltage” Ugate between the bulk silicon and the ground electrodes. (c) DC characteristic of
a 1.1 mm long SOH MZM with a π-voltage of 0.9 V measured at a voltage offset slightly more
than 2 V. Using this offset avoids screening effects of the applied electric field by free charges
in the organic cladding [17].
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The dynamic behavior of an SOH device can be understood by considering a
lumped-circuit model as indicated in Figure 3.1 (b). It consists of a capacitor C
representing the SOH slot waveguide, and of two resistors R which describe
the finite conductivity of the n-doped silicon slabs. The resulting RC low-pass
characteristic as well as the RF propagation loss lead to bandwidth limitations
[19]. The conductivity of the silicon slabs and hence the device bandwidth can
be increased by, e.g., applying a voltage between the device layer and the bulk
silicon, which leads to an electron accumulation layer and hence to a reduced
resistivity of the slabs [92],[19], see Figure 3.1 (b), Inset (3). Using this approach, bandwidths in excess of 100 GHz have been demonstrated [19]. The
necessary gate voltage can be diminished by using thin oxide and doped polysilicon gates deposited on top of the slab regions [94].
Note that the SOH approach maintains the full advantages of silicon photonics, exploiting highly mature CMOS processes for fabrication of the slotwaveguide base structures, onto which EO materials are deposited in a highly
scalable post-processing step. In particular, SOH devices can be seamlessly
integrated into complex photonic integrated circuits (PIC) that exploit the full
range of devices available on the silicon photonic platform.

3.2.2

Design, fabrication, and operation of SOH
Mach-Zehnder modulators

In this work we use a 1.1 mm long SOH Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM)
formed by two SOH phase shifter sections. The phase shifters comprise
240 nm wide rails and 160 nm wide slots and are covered by the organic EO
material SEO100 [80], which has a refractive index of nEO 1.73 . This leads
to a field interaction factor   0.16 . Our experiments build upon a series of
technological advances in comparison to earlier publications [20], [22], [119].
These advances relate, e.g., to fabrication techniques, to the materials, for
which stability has been improved greatly [22], and to the underlying poling
procedures. In particular, the silicon photonic base structures in this work are
fabricated in a 248 nm deep ultra-violet (DUV) optical lithography process at
A*Star IME in Singapore – unlike previous generations of SOH modulators,
for which electron-beam lithography was used [22], [118]. Fabrication on a
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standard platform allows co-integration with the full portfolio of silicon photonic devices. In order to comply with the design rules of the foundry, some
adaptations of the modulator and the transmission line were required. As an
example, the slots had to be defined on a dedicated mask layer to enable better
control of the slot width. Regarding electrical wiring, our current chips comprise two metal layers, rather than a single layer as used in previous devices.
The additional wiring layer is embedded into a 2 µm-thick layer of oxide (not
depicted in Figure 3.1 (b)). In addition, our current devices rely on a dedicated
process to locally remove the top oxide layer in the slot regions, such that the
EO material can be deposited onto the pre-fabricated chips in a separate process. The deposition of the EO material is completely independent from the
processing in the fab. Note that, besides opening of the top oxide, there is no
need to further adapt the fabrication workflow of the silicon photonic base
structure. The approach should also be compatible with on-chip integration of
driver electronics, and we do not expect any fundamental technology-related
roadblocks when it comes to mass production of SOH structures in silicon
foundries.
The EO material has a high EO coefficient of 166 pm/V as measured in bulk
material for a wavelength of 1550 nm [79]. After spin coating, the macroscopic EO activity of the cladding is activated by poling [71] at an elevated temperature close to the material’s glass transition temperature. To this end, a DC
poling voltage is applied across the (floating) ground electrodes to align the
EO chromophores in the two slots. The direction of alignment is defined by
the direction of the electric DC poling field and is the same direction in both
slots, indicated by green arrows in Figure 3.1 (b). The poling voltage remains
applied while cooling the device to room temperature in order to freeze the
chromophores in their state of orientation. Applying a modulation voltage to
the signal electrode after poling leads to modulating fields oriented in opposite
directions with respect to the chromophore alignment in the two slots. The
modulating field is indicated by red arrows in Figure 3.1 (b). This leads to
phase shifts of equal magnitudes but opposite signs in the two slots. This results in an efficient push-pull operation [17] and leads to chirp-free amplitude
modulation provided that the device is perfectly balanced; see Section D.1 for
a more detailed discussion of chirp properties and of the impact of imbalance.
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In general, SOH EO modulators stand out due to their high modulation efficiency, which can be expressed by the -voltage-length product UL, where
U is the voltage required to achieve a phase difference of  in the two arms of
the MZM, and where L denotes the phase shifter length. SOH MZM have been
demonstrated with UL products down to 0.5 Vmm [20], [71] – more than an
order of magnitude below that of conventional pn-depletion type devices [67],
[125]. Using SOH modulators, we have demonstrated optical signal generation
with drive voltages down to 80 mVpp and energy consumptions of the order of
1 fJ/bit using OOK modulation [20]. In contrast to plasmonic-organic hybrid
(POH) electro-optic modulators [96], [97], [101], which adapt the concept to
plasmonic waveguides, SOH devices stand out due to significantly lower
propagation losses, which enable larger lengths of phase shifters, and hence
lower drive voltages [17]. As a quantitative measure, the product of the
-voltage U and the achievable insertion loss aL can be used, where a denotes the propagation loss in the phase shifter in dB/mm and where L is the
phase shifter length. For POH modulators, this figure is usually above
10 dB V, whereas values of 1 dB V can be achieved by SOH devices [17]. The
capabilities of the SOH platform can further be extended to highly efficient
phase shifters based on liquid crystals [120], or to hybrid lasers that exploit
light-emitting cladding materials [126].
While the present work concentrates on SOH MZM for high-speed OOK, the
SOH modulator concept has also been proven to be perfectly suited for generation of advanced modulation formats such as 4-state pulse-amplitude modulation (4PAM, 120 Gbit/s) [122], 8-state amplitude shift keying [75] (8ASK,
84 Gbit/s), quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK), or 16-state quadrature amplitude modulation [76], [118], [119], [123] (16QAM). For 16QAM signaling,
we have recently demonstrated line rates of up to 400 Gbit/s [118], [123]. At
the same time, the efficiency of SOH modulators is accentuated by the ability
for operation without external drive amplifiers, even for generation of higherorder modulation formats [76], [119], where an electrical energy consumption
of down to 18 fJ/bit has been demonstrated for 16QAM signaling. While these
modulation formats lead to larger spectral efficiency and consequently to
higher data rates, they considerably increase the complexity of transmitter and
receiver and are hence not well suited for short-reach transmission in data
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centers or campus-area networks. This is particularly true for coherent communications where the receiver requires a dedicated photonic integrated circuit
with two balanced detectors per polarization, a local oscillator laser, and extended DSP rather than just a simple photodiode.
The MZM used in our experiment features a -voltage of 0.9 V at a wavelength of 1550 nm, see Figure 3.1 (c), which, for a device phase shifter length
of 1.1 mm, corresponds to a UL-product of 1 Vmm. Note that the -voltage
was measured at DC bias voltages above 2 V. For smaller bias voltages, we
observe slightly increased spacings of the transmission dips and hence slightly
increased -voltages, which is attributed to free ions in the cladding that lead
to a partial screening of the applied fields at small bias voltages [17]. However, this effect is only observable for low frequencies and does not impede RF
operation [71].
The slight increase of UπL in comparison to the value reported in references
[20], [71] is caused by a reduced r33-coefficient of the presently used EO material, which was selected for high thermal stability rather than for highest EO
activity. The EO coefficient r33 can be estimated from the measured
UπL-product of the MZM operated in push-pull, the calculated field interaction
factor  and from the slot width wSlot ,
U L 

wslot 
,
2 nE3 O r33

r33 

wslot 
.
2U L nE3 O

(3.3)

In this relation,  is the carrier wavelength, and nEO is the refractive index of
the organic cladding material [17]. The factor of 2 in the denominator results
from the push-pull operation. For our device, we find an r33 coefficient of
147 pm/V, which compares well to values of 166 pm/V reported for bulk
SEO100, see reference [79]. Note that SEO100 was chosen due to its temperature stability [80]. Using specially optimized material systems, we have previously demonstrated even higher EO coefficients in excess of 230 pm/V [20],
[72], but these materials did not yet feature thermal stability for extended
operation at 85 °C. The modulator structure as well as the organic material
are well suited to operate over a large range of infrared telecommunication
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wavelengths comprising all relevant transmission bands between 1260 nm and
1675 nm, see Section D.2 for details.
For the special SOH devices used in our experiments, rather high optical losses were observed with fiber-to-fiber attenuations of 20 dB or more. These high
losses were caused by a fabrication problem, which led to contamination of
the slot waveguides with Germanium residuals – this problem was fixed in
newer device generations by adapting the process flow. In the presented experiments, the losses of the devices comprise approximately 4.5 dB of fiberchip coupling loss for each of the grating coupler interfaces (9 dB in total),
around 1 dB of excess loss for a pair of strip-to-slot converters, approximately
1 dB of excess loss for a pair of multi-mode interference couplers, and an
additional approximately 1 dB for on-chip waveguides. This leaves approximately 8 dB for the 1.1 mm-long slot-waveguide section, corresponding to
rather high propagation losses of 7.3 dB/mm for this specific device generation. These losses lead to aU L products of 8 dB V, which is clearly above
the 2.8 dB V that were previously demonstrated for SOH devices [20], but still
well below the approximately 25 dB V found for POH modulators [77].
Another important performance parameter of MZM is the static extinction
ratio  (stat) , which is defined by the squared sum of the superimposed optical
field strengths of both arms at the output of the MZM, related to the squared
difference of the field strengths (or amplitudes),

 (stat) 

 A1  A2 2 .
 A1  A2 2

(3.4)

If the splitting and combining ratios are not exactly 50/50 or if the loss in one
arm is different from the loss in the other arm, then the amplitudes of the
superimposed fields are different, and the extinction ratio (ER) is finite. This
may lead to a chirped output signal, even if the modulator is operated in pushpull mode, see Section 3.3 and Section D.1 for details. The (static) ER can be
determined by measuring the transmission of the MZM as a function of the
applied DC voltage, see Figure 3.1 (c). For the device used in the transmission
experiments, the ER is rather low and amounts to approximately 14 dB. We
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attribute this to deviations of the MMI coupler from the ideal splitting ratio
and to unequal propagation losses in the two arms of the MZM caused by the
Germanium contaminations of the slot waveguides. Note that, due to the specific chip design, ports 2 and 4 of the MZM were inaccessible, see Figure
3.1 (a). Using ports 1 and 4 or ports 2 and 3 instead would eliminate the problem of non-ideal MMI couplers. In general, SOH devices can provide ER
which are much better than the 14 dB obtained here – for other devices with
similar device layouts we typically measure ER of δ(stat)=(20…30)dB, see
Section D.1 and reference [71]. Note that the “dynamic” extinction ratio δ(dyn)
of the data signal is not only dictated by the static extinction ratio δ(stat) of the
modulator itself, but also by other effects such as inter-symbol interference,
see Section 3.3.2 below.

3.3

Results and discussion

3.3.1

Setup for signal generation

The experimental setup for data signal generation is depicted in Figure 3.2 (a).
An external cavity laser (ECL) provides the optical carrier at a wavelength of
approximately 1550 nm. The light is coupled to and from the SOH MZM via
grating couplers. While these couplers are perfectly suited for testing, they
introduce limitations of the operating wavelength range. In advanced device
implementations, these grating couplers might be replaced by edge coupling,
e.g., based on free-space assemblies of micro-lenses and prisms [127], or with
3D free-form waveguides or lenses printed by two-photon polymerization
[128]–[132]. After modulation, the optical signal is fed into an erbium-doped
fiber amplifier (EDFA) with a gain of 35 dB, an optional 10 km long fiber,
and a 2 nm wide optical band-pass filter to remove out-of-band noise, before
being detected by a 100 Gbit/s photodiode. At the transmitter, an arbitrary
waveform generator (AWG, Keysight M8195A) is used to synthesize the electrical drive signals, using two independent pseudo-random binary sequences
(PRBS) of length 29-1. These signals enter a 2:1 electrical multiplexer (MUX,
SHF 603A), the output of which is a non-return-to-zero (NRZ) signal with
a peak-to-peak voltage swing of 0.4 Vpp and double the symbol rate of the
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inputs. A radio-frequency (RF) amplifier (SHF 827) with a nominal bandwidth
of 70 GHz is used to boost the signal at the MUX output to a peak-to-peak
voltage of 1.4 Vpp. This signal is then coupled to the ground-signal-ground
(GSG) transmission line of the MZM via microwave probes having a nominal
bandwidth of 67 GHz. A DC bias voltage is applied via the same microwave
probe to set the operating point of the MZM to the quadrature (3 dB) point. An
external 50 Ω termination resistor connected to the end of the transmission
line via a second microwave probe prevents back-reflections. Because demultiplexers operating at 100 Gbit/s are commercially not yet available, we
could not analyze the data stream in real-time, and it was hence impossible to
measure the bit error ratio (BER) directly. Instead, the received electrical signal is analyzed using an Agilent 86100C digital communications analyzer
(DCA) with a 70 GHz equivalent-time sampling module (Agilent 86118A).
We record the electrical eye diagrams and extract the quality factor (Q-factor)
which is defined by the signal’s mean levels u1 and u0 for the logical ‘1’ and
the logical ‘0’, and by the corresponding standard deviations  1 and  0 ,
Q

u1  u0

1   0

(3.5)

.

The BER of the data signal can be estimated from the measured Q-factor [36]
1
 Q 
BER e  erfc 
.
2
 2
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The complementary error function is defined by
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Generation and transmission of 100 Gbit/s OOK

The NRZ eye diagrams of the OOK drive signals for different data rates are
depicted in Figure 3.2 (b), (c). The clearly open eyes of the MUX output are
shown in the first column, Figure 3.2 (b), while the eye diagrams of the RF
drive amplifier output are depicted in the second column, Figure 3.2 (c).
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Figure 3.2: Experimental setup and measured eye diagrams. (a) Setup for 100 Gbit/s OOK data
generation. An external cavity laser (ECL) provides the optical carrier. Optical power is coupled to and off the 1.1 mm long SOH MZM chip via grating couplers (GC). An erbium-doped
fiber amplifier (EDFA) with a 2 nm optical bandpass filter (BPF) compensates chip losses. An
optional dispersion-compensated 10 km fiber link is used for transmission experiments. A
100 Gbit/s photodiode detects the signal and feeds it to a 70 GHz equivalent-time sampling
module of a digital communications analyzer (DCA). The electrical drive signal is derived from
two independent pseudo-random binary sequences (PRBS) generated in an arbitrary waveform
generator (AWG, Keysight M8195A). These sequences are fed to a multiplexer (MUX, SHF
603A), combined to a single binary NRZ sequence ( 100 Gbit/s), amplified with a radiofrequency (RF) amplifier, and coupled to the chip using microwave probes. A bias-T adds a DC
voltage Ubias to set the MZM to the quadrature (3 dB) operating point. The ground-signalground (GSG) transmission line is terminated with a 50 Ω resistor. (b) Eye diagrams of MUX
output (voltage swing 400 mVpp) for data rates 60 Gbit/s, 70 Gbit/s, 80 Gbit/s, and 100 Gbit/s.
(c) Eye diagrams of RF amplifier output (voltage swing 1.4 Vpp). The amplifier transfer function causes signal distortions. (d) Eye diagrams, measured Q-factor and estimated BERe after
detection (back-to-back, b2b) and (e) after transmission over the dispersion-compensated 10 km
long link. In the b2b measurement, a gate field was applied for the 100 Gbit/s signal only. For
the transmission, a gate field was applied for both the 80 Gbit/s and 100 Gbit/s signal.
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Up to data rates of 60 Gbit/s, the eyes are well open, while at 80 Gbit/s the
signal starts deteriorating. This is due to the bandwidth limitations of the amplifier, which predominantly affect its phase response and lead to significant
group delay dispersion, see Section 3.3.3 for details.
In a back-to-back measurement without the 10 km long transmission fiber, we
record the eye diagrams of the optical signals after direct detection of data signals from 60 Gbit/s to 100 Gbit/s, Figure 3.2 (d). For data rates of 60 Gbit/s
and 70 Gbit/s, we measure open eyes and Q-factors of Q = 5.7 and 4.8, respectively. Following Eq. (3.6), we estimate BERe of 6.7 × 10-9 and 7.9 × 10-7. At
80 Gbit/s and 100 Gbit/s, the measured Q-factors of 4.2 and 3.4 correspond to
an estimated BERe of 1.3 × 10-5 and 3.2 × 10-4, respectively. All of these BERe
values are below the threshold of 4.5 × 10-3 for hard-decision forward error
correction (FEC) with 7% overhead [133]. A gate field was applied for the
100 Gbit/s signal only. The 100 Gbit/s achieved in our experiment corresponds to the highest OOK data rate generated by a silicon-based modulator
so far, see Section 3.3.6 for a more detailed comparison to other experiments.
Note that in our as well as in competing high-speed OOK demonstrations
[102], [110], [111], the data rate of 100 Gbit/s does not refer to the net data
rate, but to the line rate and hence includes the 7 % FEC overhead.
The rather low static extinction ratio (ER) of approximately 14 dB of our
MZM leads to a residual chirp of the generated data signal, which would not
occur for perfectly balanced devices. For quantifying the chirp of the data signal, we use the chirp parameter α that is essentially defined by the ratio of the
phase modulation to the amplitude modulation [134], [135],

  2P

d d t
.
d P dt

(3.7)

In this relation, φ denotes the phase and P the time-dependent power of the
optical signal averaged over a few optical cycles. In SOH devices, imbalance
of the MZM arms is the dominant source of chirp, see Section D.1 for a more
detailed discussion and an experimental verification. The magnitude of the
chirp parameter  can thus be directly related to the ratio    of the
fields in the two MZM arms [134]
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In this relation, φ1 and φ2 denote the phases shifts in the individual MZM – for
push-pull modulation we can assume φ2 = -φ1. The field amplitude ratio  can
be derived from a measurement of the (static) extinction ratio δ(stat) defined in
Eq. (3.4),



 (stat)  1
 (stat)  1

.

(3.9)

Note that the electric fields are chosen such that A1  A and hence 0 ≤  ≤ 1.
As a consequence, Eq. (3.8) only allows determining the magnitude of , but
not its sign – this would require knowing whether the stronger optical amplitude is associated with the MZM arm having a positive or a negative phase
shift, which cannot be derived from a measurement of the static extinction
ratio. Using Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9), the static extinction ratio of 14 dB of our device translates into a magnitude of the chirp parameter of | ≈ 0.42, which is
well below chirp parameters of | = 0.8 that are obtained for conventional
pn-depletion type silicon modulators with comparable ER [136].
We also measure the dynamic extinction ratios of our data signals. For
100 Gbit/s signaling, the measured dynamic ER amounts to 5 … 7 dB, which
compares well to a measured extinction ratio of 6.1 dB that was observed for a
conventional pn-depletion type silicon modulator [115] at 70 Gbit/s. Note that
the dynamic extinction ratio measured from the eye diagram of a data signal is
generally worse than the static extinction ratio of the underlying modulator
according to Eq. (3.4). This is due to inter-symbol interference and quadratically detected optical noise.
In addition to the back-to-back experiment, we transmit the data signals over a
dispersion-compensated fiber link of 10 km standard single-mode fiber (SMF)
having a negligible residual dispersion of 2.6 ps/nm. The eye diagrams of the
data signals received after transmission are depicted in Figure 3.2 (e). For the
60 Gbit/s and 70 Gbit/s data, the Q-factors of 5.6 and 4.4 did not significantly
deteriorate compared to the Q-factors of 5.7 and 4.8 in the back-to-back
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measurements. These Q-factors correspond to BERe = 7.9 × 10-7 and
BERe = 4.9 × 106, respectively. For data rates of 80 Gbit/s and 100 Gbit/s, a
gate field was applied and the measured Q-factors of 4.2 and 2.8 correspond to
BERe values of 1.5 × 10-5 and 3.0 × 10-3. This experiment corresponds to the
first 100 Gbit/s OOK transmission demonstration using a modulator on the
silicon photonic platform. The transmission demonstration over the dispersion-compensated 10 km fiber link was performed with binary drive signals
without further signal processing. Still, the results compare very well to
recently published demonstrations of 100 Gbit/s OOK transmission over an
uncompensated 1.8 km-link using InP based devices in combination with digital equalization at the receiver [111].

3.3.3

Theoretical analysis of bandwidth limitations

To analyze the impact of bandwidth limitations on our experiments, we reproduce the results by simulations, see Figure 3.3. To this end, we use a vector
network analyzer (VNA) to measure the frequency response of a 1.1 mm long
SOH MZM with a gate field of 0.1 V/nm, as used for the 100 Gbit/s transmission experiment. The VNA generates an input signal with varying frequency,
which is coupled to the (terminated) modulator. The modulated optical power
is received with a photodiode with a calibrated frequency response, which
feeds its output back to the VNA for a characterization of the electro-opticelectric (EOE) bandwidth. The measured frequency response (by modulus and
phase) is depicted in Figure 3.3 (c). The 6 dB point [137] of the EOE frequency
response is found to be about 25 GHz.
At first sight, a 6 dB EOE bandwidth of 25 GHz seems rather small for generating a 100 Gbit/s NRZ signal. In general, considering a low-pass filter at the
receiver, an optimum signal-to-noise power ratio is found for a 3 dB bandwidth of approximately 65 % of the symbol rate [138]. This bandwidth leads
to an ideal trade-off of noise power in the filter passband and inter-symbol interference (ISI) caused by the limited filter bandwidth. In our case, however,
the situation is different: The bandwidth limitation is caused by a low-pass
characteristic associated with the electrical part of the modulator, which is
then followed by the nonlinear, cosine-shaped MZM intensity transmission
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characteristic, see Figure 3.3 (d). As a consequence, while low amplitudes of
the drive signal translate linearly to optical output power, higher amplitudes
are compressed, thereby mitigating ISI-related amplitude fluctuations of the
drive signal. To illustrate this effect, we analyze our transmission system in
MATLAB. To emulate the limited rise and fall times of the hardware in the
simulation, we use cosine-shaped pulses in the time-domain (not to be confused with raised-cosine pulse shaping with a raised-cosine shaped spectrum)
to approximate the measured output signal of the MUX, see Figure 3.2 (b).
Details can be found in Appendix E.
In the simulation, this signal is then fed to the drive amplifier, which has
a gain of 11 dB and which is modeled by the measured S21-parameter, Figure
3.3 (b). At the output of the amplifier, the drive signal features a peak-to-peak
voltage swing of 1.4 Vpp, which is used as an input signal to the modulator.
The modulator is modeled by the measured frequency response depicted in
Figure 3.3 (c), followed by the cosine-shape time-domain power transfer function, for which we assume a -voltage of 0.9 V. The frequency response was
set to nearly zero (-200 dB) beyond the measured frequency range. The results
of the simulation are depicted in the lower part of Figure 3.3 (a). Interestingly,
the electrical eye diagrams at the amplifier output show already significant
distortions, see left column of eye diagrams in Figure 3.3 (a), even though the
magnitude of the frequency response of the device remains flat up to more
than 70 GHz. It turns out that these distortions are not caused by the low-pass
characteristic of the amplifier, but by its phase response, which starts dropping
by approximately -200 ° between 40 GHz and 75 GHz, see Figure 3.3 (b).
This can be confirmed by assuming a flat phase characteristic in the simulation, for which the distortions disappear. The low-pass modulator frequency
response leads to further closure of the eye due to ISI, see center column of
eye diagrams in Figure 3.3 (a), and it is only the compression of large amplitudes in the MZM that reproduces an open eye, see right column of eye diagrams in Figure 3.3 (a).
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Figure 3.3: Analysis of bandwidth limitations. (a) Simulated eye diagrams. Amplifier input:
Cosine-shaped pulses with full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) duration equal to the symbol
period. The amplifier is modeled by its measured frequency response, see (b). The modulator is
represented by its measured small-signal transfer function, see (c), followed by a cosine-shaped
intensity transfer characteristic as sketched in (d). Color map differs from Figure 3.2.
(b) Modulus and phase of measured S21 parameters of 70 GHz drive amplifier. (c) Modulus and
phase of measured small-signal electro-optic frequency response of a 1.1 mm long SOH MZM.
Note that the bandwidth of an EO modulator is usually specified by the modulation frequency
which corresponds to a 6 dB drop of EOE response [110], [137]. For the spectral component
associated with the modulation frequency, this corresponds to a drop of the optical power and
hence of the photocurrent amplitude by factor of two, which is measured as a four-fold (6 dB)
decrease of the spectral power density by the VNA. For our device, the 6 dB bandwidth
amounts 25 GHz. Organic cladding: SEO100. Gate field: 0.1 V/nm. (d) Intensity transfer function T of a MZM vs. normalized drive voltage U/Uπ.
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Using this property allows the generation of high-speed NRZ signals with data
rates well beyond the modulator’s small-signal 6 dB bandwidth. Note that, in
contrast to other 100 Gbit/s OOK demonstrations [102], [111] or high symbolrate coherent modulation experiments [123], our demonstration does not
require any digital pre-distortion or post-equalization and can rely on simple
binary drive signals for the modulator at the transmitter and on a simple sampling oscilloscope for measuring the eye diagram at the receiver.
The compression of large amplitudes by the cosine-shaped transfer function is
a general property of all MZM. The effect, however, can only be exploited if
the available peak-to-peak drive voltage reaches the -voltage of the device. It
is a unique feature of our SOH MZM that this amplitude compression can be
achieved at comparatively low drive voltages, which can be realistically generated by currently available driver circuits. The low operating voltage becomes particularly crucial at high data rates, where drive signals with high
modulation amplitude are particularly difficult to generate. As an example,
conventional pn-depletion-type modulators require peak-to-peak drive voltage
swings in excess of 5 V to reach compression of the power transfer function,
which would be hard to achieve with currently available electrical drivers for
100 Gbit/s, in particular when lower power consumption shall be maintained.
In our experiments, the length of the PRBS was limited to 29  1 due to the
memory size and the memory granularity of the AWG, but does not represent
a fundamental limit of the device. Using a longer PRBS sequence would lead
to elongated sequences of subsequent logical ‘0’ or ‘1’ and hence to more lowfrequency components in the signal spectrum. This should not affect the
results – the lower cut-off frequency of our transmitter amounts to only
70 kHz, dictated by the AC-coupled drive amplifier. To confirm this expectation, we simulated PRBS sequences of lengths 29  1 and 218  1 – the maximum possible length that could be handled by our computer. We do not find
any relevant change of the received eye diagram.
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3.3.4

Signal generation using a 100 GSa/s digital-to-analog
converter (DAC) and a real-time oscilloscope

In our previous experiments we were unable to measure the BER directly,
since the eye diagram at the receiver was taken with equivalent-time sampling
technique. For a more direct analysis of the BER, we improved our setup as
follows: AWG and MUX were replaced by a programmable DAC with a sampling rate of 100 GSa/s (Micram DAC4) and analog bandwidth above 40 GHz,
and the equivalent-time sampling oscilloscope was substituted by a real-time
oscilloscope having a bandwidth of 63 GHz. For detection, we use a photodiode with a bandwidth of 70 GHz, similar to the one of our previous experiment. We record the time traces of the photodiode current and analyze it offline with MATLAB. We operate the MZM without a gate field. For a
100 Gbit/s OOK signal we measure a Q-factor of 2.4 and estimate a
BERe = 8.2 × 10-3, Figure 3.4 (a). The Q-factor in the previous experiment was
larger and the estimated BERe was smaller because the MUX acted as a limiter, and because the gate field increased the MZM bandwidth. When taking the
directly measured BER from the DAC-based experiment, however, we find a
value of only BERm = 4.2 × 10-3, which is smaller than the BERe estimated
from the measured Q-factor and falls just within the limits of hard-decision
(HD) FEC with 7% overhead. This illustrates the issues involved in estimating
a BER from the Q-factor using Eq. (3.6).
Note that FEC is presently not used for short-reach optical interconnects because of the computational latency. However, the OpenOptics multi-source
agreement (MSA) [139] already describes the use of optimized, low-latency
FEC codes that allow to trade coding gain for latency [140] and therefore exhibit more stringent BER thresholds. With a post-equalization filter, we measure a BERm of 6.6 × 10-6, see Figure 3.4 (c), which is within the limits of lowlatency FEC. On-chip equalizers are commonly used in state-of-the-art transmitter drive chips [141].
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Figure 3.4: Experimental b2b setup and measured eye diagrams for a 100 Gbit/s OOK. (a) A
programmable digital-to-analog converter (DAC, 100 GSa/s) serves as an AWG and drives the
MZM (no gate field). The receiver Rx comprises a BPF, a photodiode, and a 63 GHz real-time
oscilloscope. (b) Received eye diagram, measured Q-factor, estimated BERe, and measured
BERm at 100 Gbit/s without post-equalization and (c) with post-equalization. Color map differs
from Figure 3.2.

3.3.5

Energy considerations

In data center networks, power dissipation is a severe aspect, and the driver
electronics of EO modulators play an important role in the overall energy consumption of the transceiver. The design and therefore the power dissipation of
the driver depends strongly on the specifications of the modulator. In the following, we analyze the modulator’s energy consumption per bit, which we
regard as a figure of merit for the overall power dissipation of the transceiver.
To this end, we assume that the GSG transmission line impedance is matched
to the 50 Ω drive circuitry and to the terminating resistor Rt = 50 Ω, see Figure
3.2 (a). The modulator is driven with rectangular non-return-to-zero (NRZ)
pulse sequences, for which logical ‘1’ and ‘0’ are equiprobable. The energy
consumption per bit can then be calculated [20] by dividing the electrical
power associated with the drive voltage amplitude by the line rate r,
2

U  1
Wbit   m 
.
 2  Rt r
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For Rt = 50 Ω, a peak-to-peak voltage swing of Um = 1.4 V, and a line rate of
100 Gbit/s, we find an energy consumption of 98 fJ/bit. This is, to the best of
our knowledge, the smallest power consumption ever reported for a semiconductor-based MZM at 100 Gbit/s OOK. Note that the biasing and the gate
voltage do not involve any measureable DC current flow and hence do not
contribute to the energy consumption.

3.3.6

Competitive benchmarking and application potential

The experiments presented in the previous sections demonstrate the unprecedented performance of SOH EO modulators to realize high-speed energy efficient OOK transceivers for data-center and campus area networks. A more
detailed comparison to competing concepts of semiconductor-based devices is
given in Figure 3.5 (a). The graph shows the required peak-to-peak drive voltages as a measure of the energy consumption in dependence of experimentally
demonstrated OOK line rates. Energy-efficient and fast modulators are found
in the lower right corner of the diagram. With our SOH MZM, we generate
line rates of up to 100 Gbit/s at drive voltages as low as 1.4 Vpp (), corresponding to a switching energy of 98 fJ/bit. This marks the highest OOK line
rate reported so far at the lowest drive voltage. A previous OOK data transmission [20] experiment at 40 Gbit/s with a drive voltage of only 950 mV is
also given as a reference.
The fastest and most energy-efficient competing devices are based on InP,
where both electro-absorption modulators (EAM) and MZM have been
shown. InP EAM enable line rates up to 80 Gbit/s at peak-to-peak drive voltages of 3 Vpp [108]. With an InP MZM, 60 Gbit/s OOK signaling was
demonstrated at a comparatively low drive voltage of 1.5 V [109]. More recently 100 Gbit/s at drive voltages of 2.3 Vpp were shown [110]. This is clearly
higher than the 1.4 Vpp demonstrated for our devices, and the associated
switching energy of more than 250 fJ/bit is more than twice the value reported
for our device. Further, 100 Gbit/s OOK was demonstrated [111] with an InP
MZM at a peak-to-peak drive voltage of 1.5 Vpp. This performance is on par
with the results obtained by our experiment, however the device features a
π-voltage of 2 V which is twice as high as the 0.9 V obtained for the SOH
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MZM. This allowed to drive the modulator in the linear regime for multi-level
PAM signaling but sacrificed modulation depth. Moreover, SOH devices exploit the intrinsic scalability advantages associated with large-scale silicon
photonic fabrication based on highly developed CMOS processes, potentially
in combination with electrical circuits [62], [142]. Regarding the silicon photonic platform, silicon-germanium (SiGe) EAM were realized and demonstrated at line rates of up to 50 Gbit/s, using drive voltages of at least 2 Vpp
[112], [113]. More recently, a 100 Gbit/s OOK signal was generated using a
SiGe EAM [114] at a drive voltage of 2 Vpp. With all-silicon MZM
(Si MZM), line rates up to 70 Gbit/s [115], 80 Gbit/s [116], and 90 Gbit/s [117]
were demonstrated, but at the expense of large drive voltages of 5 Vpp and beyond. Another interesting approach published recently relies on a siliconbased plasmonic-organic hybrid (POH) MZM, for which a line rate of
72 Gbit/s and 100 Gbit/s have been published [102]. It shall be noted that the
72 Gbit/s signal was detected by a coherent receiver and hence signal quality
aspects cannot be directly compared to the other direct detection experiments.
In general, the performance of these is fundamentally limited by an intrinsic
trade-off between energy consumption and insertion loss [17], leading to relatively large drive voltages of 6 Vpp [97] and 4 Vpp [102], respectively. In addition, fabrication of POH devices has so far relied on electron-beam lithography, which is not readily amenable to large-scale low-cost production. Figure
3.5 (b) takes the same MZM references but plots the π-voltages instead of the
applied drive voltage. The plot nicely exhibits the extraordinary low
π-voltages of less than 1 V as the unique feature of SOH modulators. For the
InP MZM, the π-voltages amount to 1.7 V and 2 V for the devices demonstrating 60 Gbit/s and 100 Gbit/s, respectively. The π -voltage of the
POH MZM is not specified in the paper, but estimated from the device length
and from the U L product that is referenced for POH modulators using the
same EO material. Note that the EAM listed in Figure 3.5 (a) are not included
in the comparison in (b), simply because the π-voltage is not defined for an
EAM. Moreover, Figure 3.5 (b) does not contain all MZM from Figure 3.5 (a),
since some of the specified or estimated π-voltages would exceed the scale.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of OOK modulators fabricated on various material platforms.
(a) Comparison of drive voltages and OOK line rates for different modulators types. Silicon
germanium
(SiGe)
electro-absorption
modulators
(EAM),
28 Gbit/s @ 2.8 Vpp,
50 Gbit/s @ 2 Vpp [112], [113]. Indium phosphide (InP) EAM, 80 Gbit/s @ 3 Vpp [108].
InP MZM, 60 Gbit/s @ 1.5 Vpp, 100 Gbit/s @ 2.3 Vpp [109], [110] and @ 1.5 Vpp [111]. Allsilicon Mach-Zehnder modulators (Si MZM) 70 Gbit/s @ 5.3 Vpp, 80 Gbit/s @ 5 Vpp [115],
[116]. Plasmonic-organic hybrid (POH) MZM, 72 Gbit/s @ 6 Vpp [97] and 100 Gbit/s @ 4 Vpp
[102]. Present work: Silicon-organic hybrid (SOH) MZM, 100 Gbit/s @ 1.4 Vpp, corresponding to a switching energy of 98 fJ/bit. This corresponds to the by far lowest value demonstrated
to date. Another experiment with SOH modulators [20] was performed with drive voltages of
950 mV at a line rate of 40 Gbit/s. (b) Comparison of modulators in terms of OOK line rate and
π-voltage. The SOH MZM for 40 Gbit/s and 100 Gbit/s exhibit π -voltages of 0.5 V and 0.9 V,
respectively. These values are clearly below those achieved by other material platforms:
InP MZM with π -voltages of 1.7 V and 2 V were operated at 60 Gbit/s and 100 Gbit/s, respectively. For the POH MZM, we estimate a Uπ of 3 V. In the plot, EAM are not depicted since
the π-voltage is not a relevant figure of merit for these devices. For the Si MZM, the π -voltage
is either not given or π -voltage of more than 20 V are estimated [115], which are outside the
plotted parameter range. Similarly, the π-voltage of approximately 10 V in the 72 Gbit/s POH
experiment cannot be depicted.

As an example, the 70 Gbit/s Si MZM [115] and the 72 Gbit/s POH MZM
[97] feature π-voltages of 20 V and around 10 V, respectively, which would be
outside the depicted range. For VCSEL-based links, the highest OOK data rate
demonstrated so far amounts to 70 Gbit/s [105], [143], but transmission distances are usually less than 100 m.
SOH devices can hence compare very well to competing device concepts, both
in terms of performance and in terms of device scalability. The record-low
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drive voltage of 1.4 Vpp can be further reduced by using optimized poling
techniques [144] or advanced organic materials, for which EO coefficients in
excess of 350 pm/V have been demonstrated [72]. This might pave the path
towards SOH MZM with sub-500 mV drive voltages that can be directly operated [76] by energy-efficient CMOS circuits without additional SiGe BiCMOS
amplifier stages. Note that serializer/deserializer (SerDes) chips generating
100 Gbit/s NRZ drive signals have recently been realized on the BiCMOS
platform [141]. SOH modulators are perfectly suited to complement these circuits on the optical side and to enable short-reach high-speed transceivers with
unprecedented energy efficiency that will be key for future Ethernet interfaces
at data rates of 400 Gbit/s, 800 Gbit/s, or 1.6 Tbit/s. In the future, such devices
might be co-integrated with light sources in compact chip-scale assemblies.
This can be accomplished by hybrid integration approaches that rely, e.g., on
flip-chip integration of direct-bandgap III-V dies on processed silicon photonic waveguides [145], on mounting of readily processed III-V lasers onto silicon photonic dies [146], or on photonic multi-chip integration concepts that
exploit the concept of photonic wire bonding [128], [130], [131].
Another important aspect of the SOH concept is the stability of the organic EO
materials. Recent advances in material synthesis and molecular design have
led to efficient and thermally stable organic EO materials. Meanwhile, tests
have shown that organic EO materials [80] such as SEO100 or side-chain polymers [84] maintain more than 90% of their EO activity when stored at an
elevated temperature of 85°C for 500 hours. We have previously shown that
SOH modulators with SEO100 are suited for operation at elevated temperatures of 80°C under ambient atmospheric conditions [22]. More recently, polymer modulators withstanding temperatures of 105°C for 2000 hours have been
demonstrated [147]. We expect that even higher operating temperatures can be
achieved in the future, e.g., by cross-linking techniques [83], or by using materials with intrinsically higher glass transition temperatures such as side-chain
EO polymers [84]. In addition to temperature, photo-oxidation might play an
important role in the degradation of EO organic materials – this aspect is
subject to ongoing research, and we expect that the associated life-time
limitations can also be overcome by cross-linking, which reduces oxygen diffusion into the material [87], [88], or by encapsulation of the devices.
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3.4

Conclusion

Using a silicon-organic hybrid (SOH) MZM we demonstrate for the first time
the generation and transmission of a 100 Gbit/s OOK signal at record-low
drive voltages of only 1.4 Vpp and energy consumptions of only 98 fJ/bit. We
confirm our experimental results by simulations using the measured frequency
characteristic of our SOH modulator and its associated drive circuitry. The
moderate EOE modulator bandwidth of 25 GHz leads to an eye opening,
which is much improved by the nonlinear modulator transfer characteristic. In
the experiments, we achieve BER below the threshold for hard-decision forward error correction. Post-equalization helps in improving the eye opening so
that low-power and low-latency FEC codes can be employed. The efficiency
of our modulator and the possibility to exploit large-scale silicon photonic
integration allows the realization of compact and technically simple highspeed transceivers that meet the stringent cost targets of medium-reach interconnects.
[end of paper [J19]]
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4

High-speed data transmission using
SOH IQ modulators

This chapter reports on the use of SOH IQ modulators for 100 GBd operation.
The 16QAM modulation format leads to a line rate of 400 Gbit/s. It is taken
from paper [J20] that is published Optics Express. In order to fit the structure
and layout of this document, it was adapted accordingly.
[start of paper [J20]]
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We demonstrate the generation of higher-order modulation formats using silicon-based in-phase/quadrature (IQ) modulators at symbol rates of up to
100 GBd. Our devices exploit the advantages of silicon-organic hybrid (SOH)
integration, which combines silicon-on-insulator waveguides with highly efficient organic electro-optic (EO) cladding materials to enable small drive voltages and sub-millimeter device lengths. In our experiments, we use an SOH
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IQ modulator with a π-voltage of 1.6 V to generate 100 GBd 16QAM signals.
This is the first time that the 100 GBd mark is reached with an IQ modulator
realized on a semiconductor substrate, leading to a single-polarization line rate
of 400 Gbit/s. The peak-to-peak drive voltages amount to 1.5 Vpp, corresponding to an electrical energy dissipation in the modulator of only 25 fJ/bit.

4.1

Introduction

Advanced modulation formats such as quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK)
and 16-state quadrature amplitude modulation (16QAM) are widely deployed
in metro and long-haul networks. This has significantly contributed to increase
the data rates that can be transmitted over a single wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) channel. However, it is additionally necessary to increase the
underlying symbol rates, while the underlying devices must be amenable to
compact and cost-efficient integration to maintain economical and technical
scalability of high-performance WDM systems to large channel counts [148].
In laboratory experiments, net data rates up to 1 Tbit/s on a single optical carrier were demonstrated using QAM modulation at symbol rates up to 100 GBd
[45], [103]. However, these experiments relied on conventional lithiumniobate modulators, which lack the potential for dense photonic integration
and which were combined with an optical equalizer to compensate the lowpass characteristics of the device. As a promising alternative, modulators
based on semiconductors like indium-phosphide (InP) or silicon (Si) have
been explored, offering comparable bandwidths, but much smaller footprint.
Using high-bandwidth InP modulators, the generation of single-carrier signals
at line rates (net data rates) of up to 352 Gbit/s (286 Gbit/s) has been demonstrated [149], [150]. However, while InP offers the potential to monolithically
integrate modulators and lasers, it requires expensive processing and is not
amenable to co-integration of electronic circuits.
In contrast to that, silicon photonics [14], [151]–[154] leverages advanced
large-scale cost-efficient complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)
fabrication processes [11], [153], which are designed for high integration density and high yield, and which offer a path towards co-integration of photonic
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circuits with electronics [62]. However, up to now, conventional all-silicon
photonic (SiP) IQ modulators still lag behind their InP counterparts, both in
terms of transmission speed and efficiency. The highest reported line rate for
SiP modulators amounts to 227 Gbit/s per polarization, exploiting electrical
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (eOFDM) [155]. In this experiment, a forward-error correction (FEC) algorithm with a code rate of 0.68
(47 % overhead) was used to achieve error-free transmission after 480 km,
thus leading to a net data rate of 154.2 Gbit/s. In another experiment, a net data rate of 150 Gbit/s was generated using a 30 GBd polarization-division multiplexing (PDM) 64QAM signal [14]. Hence, up to now, using SiP IQ modulators, the 400 Gbit/s mark, corresponding to a single-polarization net data rate
of 200 Gbit/s, has not yet been reached. Moreover, all these devices rely on
carrier depletion in reversely biased p-n junctions [13], which leads to a comparatively low modulation efficiency. In general, the modulation efficiency of
electro-optic (EO) modulators is quantified by the π-voltage-length product
UπL, which typically amounts to a relatively large value of the order of
10 Vmm for depletion-type SiP MZM [67], [156], [157]. As a consequence,
broadband drive amplifiers providing voltage swings between 2.5 Vpp and
5 Vpp are required to operate these devices [15], [158].
Silicon-organic hybrid (SOH) modulators [17], [159] overcome the limited
efficiency of all-silicon devices by combining conventional silicon-oninsulator (SOI) waveguides with highly-efficient organic EO cladding materials [73], [124]. Typically, organic EO materials feature negligible absorption
losses for wavelengths above 1200 nm [77], [79], [86] while maintaining high
electro-optic activity [86], [160]. SOH devices can hence be used over a broad
range of infrared wavelengths, including common telecommunication bands
around 1310 nm and 1550 nm. The underlying SiP waveguide structures can
be fabricated using optical lithography, and the organic materials are deposited
in a back-end-of-line process. With voltage-length products down to 0.5 Vmm
[20], [71], the efficiency of SOH Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZM) surpasses
the efficiency of all-silicon devices by more than one order of magnitude. Using
SOH MZM, on-off-keying (OOK) signals have been generated with drive
voltages of only 80 mVpp [20], and the devices are also well suited for higherorder modulation formats [76], [118], [119]. The generation of 112 Gbit/s
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16QAM signals has been demonstrated at a voltage swing of only 600 mVpp
without any drive amplifiers [119]. SOH IQ modulators can also be operated
directly from the binary outputs of a field-programmable gate array (FPGA),
where line rates of up to 52 Gbit/s were demonstrated [76]. Besides low drive
voltages, SOH EO modulators allow high-speed signaling for both coherent
and direct-detection transmission [118], [121], [161].
In this paper, we demonstrate that the SOH concept allows to further push the
limits of silicon-based IQ modulators by enabling 16QAM signaling at symbol
rates of up to 100 GBd. In a first set of experiments, we use CMOS digital-toanalog converters (DAC) to drive an SOH IQ at 16QAM symbol rates of
63 GBd, thus leading to a single-polarization line rate of 252 Gbit/s [162]. The
bit error ratio (BER) amounts to 4.1 × 10−3 such that forward error correction
(FEC) schemes with a 7 % overhead can be applied, thus leading to an errorfree reception with a net data rate of 232 Gbit/s. In a second set of experiments, we use BiCMOS DAC and employ a bandwidth-increasing gate field
[19], [92], [94] to demonstrate 16QAM signaling at line rates of up to
100 GBd, corresponding to single-polarization line rates of up to 400 Gbit/s.
For the 100 GBd 16QAM demonstration, we obtain BER values that are below the limits of state-of-the-art third-generation FEC algorithms. Considering
a code rate of 0.83 (20 % overhead), the line rate of 400 Gbit/s corresponds to
a net data rate of more than 330 Gbit/s [123]. This represents the highest line
rate and the highest net data rate so far demonstrated for an integrated EO
modulator fabricated on a semiconductor substrate. Exploiting the second polarization would enable single-carrier line rates of up to 800 Gbit/s. The
63 GBd and 100 GBd signals were generated with small peak-to-peak drive
voltages of 1.0 Vpp and 1.5 Vpp, respectively – the lowest value so far demonstrated for semiconductor-based IQ modulators at these speeds. The electrical
energy consumption of the modulator amounts to only 25 fJ/bit for the
400 Gbit/s signal – more than an order of magnitude below that of conventional all-silicon modulators at considerably lower speeds [15], [158]. These
proof-of-principle experiments underline the outstanding properties of SOH
modulators and show a path towards coherent silicon-based transmitters operating at line rates of 400 Gbit/s and above without the need for power-hungry
drive amplifiers.
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4.2

Silicon-Organic Hybrid (SOH) IQ Modulator

Silicon-organic hybrid (SOH) modulators rely on the interaction of the optical
wave with an EO organic cladding material in a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) slot
waveguide [17]. The concept of an SOH IQ modulator is depicted in Figure
4.1 (a). The IQ modulator consists of two nested Mach-Zehnder (MZ) interferometers formed by SOI waveguides and multi-mode interference (MMI)
couplers, which split or combine the fields at their inputs. A schematic of the
cross-section A - A’ of an SOH MZM is depicted in Figure 4.1 (b). The phase
shifter sections are realized as SOI slot waveguides which are formed by two
240-nm wide silicon (Si) rails that are separated by the 120-nm wide slots.
The slots are filled with an organic electro-optic cladding material. For the
fundamental quasi-TE mode (dominant transverse electric field component
parallel to the substrate), the high refractive-index contrast between waveguide and EO cladding leads to a strong confinement inside the slot [70], as
visualized in Figure 4.1 (c). Utilizing the high linear electro-optic coefficient
of the organic cladding material, the refractive index is modulated by an electric field between the two silicon rails. The modulating electric field is generated by applying a drive voltage, Um(t), to coplanar ground-signal-ground
(GSG) travelling-wave electrodes, which are connected to the silicon rails via
70-nm high slightly n-doped conductive slabs, see Figure 4.1 (b). This design
ensures that the modulating electric field Ex,RF(t) is also confined in the narrow
slot, Figure 4.1 (d), thus leading to a strong overlap of the optical and the
modulating electric fields and resulting in a high modulation efficiency with
U L products down to 0.5 Vmm [20]. In contrast to previous demonstrations
of SOH devices [22], [118], which still relied on electron beam lithography for
structuring the slot waveguides, the devices in this work are fabricated using
the 248 nm deep-UV (DUV) process at A*Star IME [163], which allows for
highly reproducible large-scale processing at high yield and low cost and for
co-integration of SOH devices with the full portfolio of standard siliconphotonic components such as Germanium photodiodes and thermal phase
shifters. Fabrication at IME required some adaptations of the modulator and
the transmission line design to comply with the design rules.
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Figure 4.1: Concept of the silicon-organic hybrid (SOH) modulator. (a) Schematic of an SOH
in-phase/quadrature (IQ) modulator consisting of two nested Mach-Zehnder modulators
(MZM). The thin black lines represent standard silicon strip waveguides. The phase modulator
sections are based on slot waveguides (rail width wrail = 240 nm, slot width wslot = 120 nm) and
represented by slotted rectangles in light grey. Coplanar ground-signal-ground (GSG) radiofrequency transmission line carry the modulation signals. (b) Schematic of a SOH MZM cross
section along the line AA’ illustrated in (a). The transmission line is electrically connected to
the slot by aluminum (Al) vias and thin n-doped silicon slabs (thickness hslab = 70 nm, width
8 µm). The chip is overclad with SiO2 which is locally removed in the slot areas. The slots are
covered with an organic electro-optic (EO) material, which is deposited on the chip such that it
homogeneously fills the slots. The chromophores are aligned (green arrows) at an elevated
temperature using a poling voltage Upol applied to the floating ground (G) electrodes. After
cooling to ambient temperature, the orientation of the chromophores is frozen, and the poling
voltage can be removed. For operation of the device, the modulating signal is applied to the
GSG line. This RF field (red arrows) is oriented in opposite direction to the chromophore
alignment in one arm, and in the same direction in the other arm of the MZM so that the two
phase modulators of the MZM are operated in push-pull mode. (c) Fundamental quasi-TE mode
of the slot waveguide. The color-coded graph shows the magnitude of the dominant optical
electric field (dominant x-component), which is strongly confined to the slot. (d) Magnitude of
the electrical modulation field (dominant x-component) which is also strongly confined to the
slot. The good overlap of optical and modulating fields results in efficient EO modulation.
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Note that Figure 4.1 (b) gives only a simplified schematic of the structure – in
the real device, the silicon slot waveguides, the actually buried metal transmission line, and the contact pads at the chip surface are connected by aluminum
(Al) vias. In Figure 4.1 (b), only the transmission line metal layer is depicted.
For the deposition of the EO material, the slots are accessed by locally opening the oxide cladding in the respective regions. In contrast to earlier demonstrations of SOH devices, we have developed dedicated dispensing processes
that allow for locally depositing the EO material instead of applying it to the
entire chip by spin coating. In order to achieve EO activity in the cladding, the
material is poled in a one-time procedure after deposition. To this end, the device
is first heated close to its glass-transition temperature. A poling voltage Upol is
then applied across the floating ground electrodes, see Figure 4.1 (b), such that
half of the voltage drops across each of the slots. This leads to an alignment of
the dipolar chromophores in the slot in the direction of the poling field, indicated by the green arrows in Figure 4.1 (b). Finally, the device is cooled down
to ambient temperatures while holding the poling voltage. The chromophore
alignment is thus “frozen” and will remain, even after removing the poling
voltage. Applying the modulating voltage Um(t) to the GSG electrodes then
leads to electric fields, indicated by red arrows, Figure 4.1 (b). These fields are
oriented in the same (opposite) direction as the chromophores in the right
(left) slot. Consequently, the phase shifts in both arms have equal magnitude
but opposite sign, and the SOH MZM operates in push-pull mode when applying a single-ended drive signal, allowing nearly chirp-free modulation [161].
The modulation bandwidth of SOH modulators is limited by an RC characteristic resulting from the resistivity of the silicon slabs (represented by a lumped
resistor R) and the capacitance of the slot (represented by a lumped capacitance C). Previous high-speed experiments with SOH modulators [22], [118],
[121] relied on the use of a gate voltage applied between the bulk silicon and
the device layer. The gate voltage leads to a highly conductive electron accumulation below the Si slab surface near the SiO2-layer, which decreases the
slab resistivity and consequently increases the modulation bandwidth [19],
[92]. In future designs, an improved lateral doping profile of the 8-µm wide
silicon slabs could eliminate the need for a gate voltage without compromising
the optical attenuation.
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In the following sections, we describe two sets of high-speed modulation
experiments, obtained with and without a gate voltage. In the first set of experiments, we show single-polarization 16QAM modulation and detection at
symbol rates up to 63 GBd, resulting in line rates (net data rates) of up to
252 Gbit/s (235 Gbit/s) at an energy consumption of down to 22 fJ/bit. These
experiments were performed without a gate field. In a second set of experiments, we use a gate voltage to push the modulator limits, breaking the
100 GBd mark. This leads to single-polarization 16QAM optical signals with
line rates (net data rates) up to 400 Gbit/s (333 Gbit/s), generated at a slightly
higher energy consumption of 25 fJ/bit.

4.3

Setup for optical data generation

The basic experimental setup is depicted in Figure 4.2. The electrical drive
signals are derived from an arbitrary-waveform generator (AWG) and rely on
random bit sequences. Radio-frequency (RF) amplifiers are used to increase
drive voltage levels. The GSG transmission lines of the SOH IQ modulator are
fed using a microwave probe and terminated by external 50 Ω resistors that
are connected via a second probe. The optical carrier is provided by an external cavity laser (ECL) and coupled to and off the chip via grating couplers
(GC). An erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) after the modulator compensates the insertion loss and acts as a receiver pre-amplifier, and an optical
bandpass filter is used to remove out-of-band amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) noise. The signal is received back-to-back by an optical modulation
analyzer (OMA) and evaluated off-line. In the experiments, the length of the
signal recording is limited by the available hardware. The bit error ratio (BER)
can be measured directly in case enough errors are found within the signal recordings. Otherwise, we use the error vector magnitude (EVM) [51] as quality
metric. The EVM describes the deviation of a received constellation point
from its ideal position in the complex plane and can be used to estimate
the BER under the assumption that the signal is distorted by additive white
Gaussian noise only [36], [51], [52].
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Figure 4.2: Experimental setup. An arbitrary-waveform generator (AWG) is used for driving
the modulator via radio-frequency (RF) amplifiers. The electrical drive signals are fed to the
ground-signal-ground (GSG) transmission lines of the SOH IQ modulator. The transmission
lines are terminated by external 50 Ω resistors. The optical carrier is provided by an external
cavity laser (ECL). Grating couplers (GC) are used to couple light to and off the chip. The insertion loss of the modulator is compensated by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), and
an optical bandbass filter is used to suppress out-of-band amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) noise. The signal is received, recorded and evaluated using an optical modulation analyzer (OMA). We perform two sets of experiments, which we refer to as Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 in the following. Both experiments use the same setup scheme, but differ in the
specifications of the actual equipment, in particular in the bandwidth of the AWG and the
OMA, see Appendix F for details.

Using the scheme depicted in Figure 4.2, we performed two sets of experiments, which are referred to as Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 in the following. Both experiments use the same setup scheme, but differ in the specifications of the actual equipment, in particular in the analog bandwidth of the
electronics at the transmitter and receiver, see Appendix F for a detailed list
and the technical specifications of the various equipment items. The two investigated SOH modulators have virtually the same specifications: In the first
(second) experiment, the phase shifter length of the IQ modulator amounts to
0.5 mm (0.6 mm), and U L -products of 1.1 Vmm (1.0 Vmm) were achieved
by using SEO100 (SEO250) as EO material [78]–[80], [82]. Note that these
U L -products are slightly larger than the ones reported in previous work [20],
[71] because the EO materials were chosen for good temperature stability rather
than for highest EO activity. For SEO100, EO coefficients of r33 = 166 pm/V
have been achieved in bulk material, and the glass transition temperature
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amounts to 140 °C [79]. Using this material, we have previously demonstrated
device operation at temperatures of 80 °C [22]. We expect that the operating
temperatures and long-term stability of organic EO materials can be further
increased in the future, e.g., by reducing the mobility of the chromophores,
which helps maintaining the acentric alignment established during poling.
This can, e.g., be accomplished by using materials with an intrinsically higher
glass transition temperature such as side-chain EO polymers [84], or by exploiting cross-linkable materials [83], in which additional chemical bonds are
established after poling. In the first experiment, the insertion loss of the SOH
IQ modulator chip amounts to approximately 17.5 dB, dominated by the fiberchip coupling losses of approximately 9 dB (4.5 dB per GC-interface). The
device used in the second experiment had a higher insertion loss due to a
specific chip design which contained additional power splitters in the feeding
waveguide sections. We expect that the total fiber-to-fiber insertion losses
(on-chip losses) of the IQ modulator can be reduced to significantly less than
10 dB (5 dB) by improved fabrication processes that reduce sidewall roughness, by asymmetric slot waveguide geometries [164], and by optimized doping profiles for the phase shifter sections [118].

4.4

Signal generation up to 400 Gbit/s

In Experiment 1, we use an AWG featuring an analog bandwidth of 32 GHz
and a sampling rate of 92 GSa/s (Keysight M8196A) along with an OMA featuring an analog bandwidth of 63 GHz and a sampling rate of 160 GSa/s
(Keysight DSOZ634A). We first generate single-polarization QPSK signals
with data rates up to 154 Gbit/s, corresponding to symbol rates of up to
77 GBd – the corresponding constellation diagrams are shown in Figure
4.3 (a). For these signals, a direct measurement of the BER was not possible
since no errors were measured in our recordings of 6.5 × 106 bit. Instead, we
used the measured EVM values to estimate the associated BERe values, assuming that the signal is distorted by additive white Gaussian noise only [36],
[51]. The measured EVM values of 11.3 % and 13.6 % for symbol rates of
46 GBd and 56 GBd correspond to estimated BERe values well below 1015
and 1012, respectively.
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Figure 4.3: Results of Experiment 1. Constellation diagrams for single-polarization (a) QPSK
and (b) 16QAM signals with symbol rates of up to 63 GBd for 16QAM signaling and up to
77 GBd for QPSK. In the QPSK experiment, we measure the error vector magnitude (EVM)
and estimate a corresponding bit error ratio (BERest). With estimated BER values below 10–9,
the QPSK signal can be considered error free for symbol rates up to 63 GBd. For the 77 GBd
QPSK signal with a line rate of 154 Gbit/s on a single polarization, we measure an EVM of
20.3 % corresponding to an estimated BER of 3.6 × 10–7 – still well below the threshold of
hard-decision FEC with 7 % overhead. For the 16QAM signals, the BER is directly measured
from the signal recordings. The BER values range from 4.3 × 10−4 for the 46 GBd signal to
4.1 × 10−3 for the 63 GBd signal representing a line rate of 252 Gbit/s. All 16QAM BER values
are hence well within the limits of hard-decision FEC with 7 % overhead.

The 63 GBd signal can still be considered error-free as we estimate a
BERe < 109 from the EVM of 15.3%. For symbol rates of 73 GBd and
77 GBd, the measured EVM of 19.7% and 20.3% correspond to BER e values
of 2 × 107 and 3.6 × 107, respectively. A direct measurement of the BER was
not possible for the QPSK signals as no errors were measured in our recording
of 6.5 × 106 bits. Still, these values are clearly below the 4.5 × 10−3 limit for
hard-decision forward error correction (FEC) codings [133] with 7 % overhead. The received signals were evaluated using Keysight’s vector signal
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analysis (VSA) software [165] using a series of digital processing stages such
as low-pass filtering, polarization demultiplexing, chromatic dispersion compensation, frequency offset estimation, carrier phase estimation and adaptive
equalization.
The (single-polarization) 16QAM constellation diagrams are depicted in Figure 4.3 (b) – here we measure BER values directly. The lowest BER value is
8 × 10−6 for a 23 GBd 16QAM signal corresponding to a line rate of 92 Gbit/s
(not depicted). For the 46 GBd and 56 GBd (184 Gbit/s and 224 Gbit/s) signals, the measured BER is 4.3 × 10−4 and 8.5 × 10−4, respectively. For the
highest symbol rate of 63 GBd, corresponding to a line rate of 252 Gbit/s for a
16QAM modulation in a single polarization, the BER is 4.1 × 10−3. All of the
measured BER values are within the 4.5 × 10−3 limit for hard-decision FEC
coding with 7 % overhead. Considering the FEC overhead, the singlepolarization line rates of 154 Gbit/s for the 77 GBd QPSK signal and of
252 Gbit/s for the 63 GBd 16QAM signal correspond to net data rates of
143 Gbit/s and 234 Gbit/s, respectively.
In Experiment 2, we expand the analog bandwidths of both the AWG and the
OMA for increasing the symbol rate of the 16QAM signaling. As an AWG,
we use a Micram DAC4 featuring an analog bandwidth of more than 40 GHz
and a sampling rate of up to 100 GSa/s [166]. The OMA comprises a coherent
receiver (Tektronix OM4245) featuring an analog bandwidth of 45 GHz and
70 GHz real-time oscilloscopes with sampling rates of 200 GSa/s (Tektronix
DPO77002SX). We further apply a gate field [19], [92], [94] of 0.1 V/nm to
increase the modulator bandwidth. The larger transmitter bandwidth allows for
symbol rates up to 100 GBd at the cost of a higher noise level.
This requires advanced FEC schemes with BER thresholds of 2 × 102 or even
higher, which may use soft-decision or staircase architectures [167]–[169]. We
further use dedicated digital signal processing (DSP) at the receiver, including
digital timing recovery along with a 33-tap fractionally spaced (two-fold oversampled) adaptive feed-forward equalizer that is adapted by a least-meansquare stochastic gradient algorithm [170]. To this end, we use training symbols
to initialize the coefficients, before we switch to a decision-directed operation.
We compute the BER from a sample of more than 500 000 bit.
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Figure 4.4: Results of Experiment 2: 16QAM constellation diagrams for symbol rates of
50 GBd (left), 80 GBd (center) and 100 GBd (right). The BER up to 80 GBd (320 Gbit/s) remains below the hard-decision FEC limit with 7 % overhead, while the 100 GBd (400 Gbit/s)
signal is below the soft-decision FEC threshold with 20 % overhead. The single-polarization
net data rate is 333 Gbit/s.

The results for the single-polarization 16QAM generation are depicted in Figure 4.4. At 50 GBd (200 Gbit/s) and 80 GBd (320 Gbit/s), we measure a BER
of 1.3 × 105 and 3.8 × 103, respectively. The measurement shows an improvement with respect to the previous results, enabled by the bandwidth improvements in the setup and by the optimized DSP. Both BER values are within the threshold of a hard-decision FEC with 7 % overhead, leading to net data
rates of 186 Gbit/s and 299 Gbit/s. At 100 GBd, corresponding to a line rate of
400 Gbit/s on a single polarization, the measured BER of 1.7 × 102 is within
the limits of today’s soft-decision FEC codes. The optical signal-to-noise
power ratio (OSNR) measured for a spectral bandwidth of 0.1 nm amounts to
27.5 dB, which corresponds to an implementation penalty of  OSNR = 8.5 dB
for the single-polarization 16QAM signal at 100 GBd with respect to the theoretical value [48]. We attribute this implementation penalty to bandwidth limitations of the RF components and of the modulator and to the fact that we did
not pre-equalize the drive signals. Considering a FEC overhead of 20%, this
results in a net data rate of more than 330 Gbit/s. Note that, in contrast to Experiment 1, the 100 GBd signals are generated without oversampling such that
pulse shaping techniques cannot be used. For a fair comparison of the results,
the 50 GBd signal (2-fold oversampling) and the 80 GBd signal (no oversampling) are also generated without pulse shaping. To the best of our
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knowledge, our experiments represent the first demonstration of 100 GBd signaling using an IQ modulator realized on a semiconductor substrate.

4.5

Energy considerations

Power dissipation is an important aspect in today’s optical communication
networks. Especially the electronic drivers for EO modulators contribute significantly to the total power consumption of a transceiver unit. The specifications for the drivers are dictated by the choice of the EO modulator and the
required drive voltages. As a figure of merit which is related to the transceiver’s energy consumption, we use the power dissipation in the modulator.
For an estimate of the IQ modulator power dissipation, we assume that the
transmission line impedances of the two MZM are perfectly matched to the
terminating resistances Rt = 50 Ω and to the 50 Ω internal resistances of the
driver. We further assume that all symbols of the 16QAM-constellation occur
with equal probability. The energy per bit then depends on the line rate r
and the peak-to-peak drive voltage Um as measured from the electrical eye
opening [119],
 1  U 2 1  1 U 2  1 1
(16QAM)
m
Wbit
 2  m   
  
 2  2  2  3 2   Rt r

(4.1)

The 100 GBd 16QAM signal with a line rate of 400 Gbit/s was generated with
a peak-to-peak drive voltage of Um = 1.5 Vpp, the energy per bit is 25 fJ/bit.
For the 252 Gbit/s experiment with a lower voltage swing of Um = 1 Vpp, we
find a slightly reduced energy consumption of 22 fJ/bit.

4.6

Summary

We demonstrate high-speed coherent signaling using silicon-organic hybrid
(SOH) IQ modulators. The SOH approach expands the capabilities of the silicon photonic integration platform by combination with highly efficient organic electro-optic (EO) materials, thereby enabling highly efficient high-speed
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optical phase modulation without amplitude-phase coupling. In our experiments, we use SOH modulators with -voltage-length products of approximately UL = 1 Vmm to generate data streams with 16QAM modulation at
line rates of up to 400 Gbit/s in a single polarization. Up to line rates of
320 Gbit/s (80 GBd), the measured BER remains within the limits of harddecision forward-error correction with 7% overhead, resulting in a net data
rate of 299 Gbit/s. At 400 Gbit/s for a 16QAM symbol rate of 100 GBd, the
BER is still below the threshold for soft-decision FEC with 20% overhead,
corresponding to a net data rate of 333 Gbit/s. Our experiments demonstrate
the highest symbol rates and the highest data rates reported so far for IQ modulators that are realized on a semiconductor platform, thereby emphasizing the
unique advantages of the SOH integration for high-speed energy-efficient coherent communications.
[end of paper[J20]]
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DAC-less and amplifier-less signal
generation using SOH modulators

In this chapter, we highlight the efficiency of SOH modulators and demonstrate that they can be operated directly from a Field-programmable gate array
(FPGA) without intermediate driver amplifiers. 16QAM signals are generated
without digital-to-analog converters (DAC) but simply through a passive radio
frequency (RF) network. The following chapter is taken from paper [J7]. It
was modified to fit the structure and notation of this document.
[start of paper [J7]]
Copyright © 2015 IEEE. Reprinted with permission
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We demonstrate generation and transmission of optical signals by directly interfacing highly efficient silicon- organic hybrid (SOH) modulators to binary
output ports of a field-programmable gate array. Using an SOH Mach-Zehnder
modulator (MZM) and an SOH IQ modulator we generate ON-OFF-keying
and binary phase-shift keying signals as well as quadrature phase-shift keying
and 16-state quadrature amplitude modulation (16QAM) formats. Peak-topeak voltages amount to only 0.27 Vpp for driving the MZM and 0.41 Vpp for
the IQ modulator. Neither digital-to-analog converters nor drive amplifiers are
required, and the RF energy consumption in the modulator amounts to recordlow 18 fJ/bit for 16QAM signaling.

5.1

Introduction

High-capacity optical interconnects are key to overcome transmission bottlenecks in information-processing systems. In this context, intimate co-integration and direct interfacing of photonic and electronic circuitry [62] is indispensable to realize low-cost transceiver modules with high throughput, low power
consumption, and the capability of using wavelength division multiplexing. At
the same time, optimized spectral efficiency (SE) becomes increasingly important not only for telecommunications but also for optical interconnects in
data centers, where space for fiber bundles is a precious resource and where
installed fibers represent the most costly part of the communication system.
This calls for higher-order modulation formats [43] such as quadrature phaseshift keying (QPSK) or M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM).
However, the associated technical complexity, cost and power consumption of
today’s photonic-electronic interfaces is still prohibitive for optical interconnects: The generation of higher-order modulation formats currently relies either on high-speed digital-to-analog converters (DAC) and linear electrical
amplifiers or other dedicated electronic circuitry to generate the drive signals
for electro-optic modulators. The energy consumption of DACs and amplifiers
is considerable: Operating a 3-bit power DAC [171] at a peak-to-peak voltage
of 3.2 V and a symbol rate of 42 GBd requires a total power of 2 W, which
corresponds to an energy consumption of 2 W / (42 GBd × 3 bit) = 16 pJ / bit.
This is already in the order of the total package power dissipation of small
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form-factor pluggables (SFP) or 120 Gbit/s active optical cables (AOC) that
are based on directly modulated vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers
(VCSEL). Power-efficient DAC-less amplifier-less transmitters are therefore
indispensable for realizing high-speed optical interconnects that exploit cointegration of photonics with digital CMOS electronics for generating advanced modulation formats. In the context of this paper, the terms “DAC-less”
and “amplifier-less” describe a scheme in which binary output ports of a digital CMOS circuit are connected to an optical modulator solely via a passive
electrical network that generates multi-level drive signals without the use of
further active elements.
For conventional on-off-keying (OOK), amplifier-less interfaces between the
outputs of field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA) and silicon-photonic micro-ring modulators were demonstrated at line rates of 2.5 Gbit/s and drive
voltages of 1.2 Vpp [172]. The comparatively low drive voltage was enabled
by the resonant behavior of the micro-ring modulator, which allows overcoming the rather low efficiency of depletion-type modulators. However, this concept cannot be easily transferred to the generation of higher-order modulation
formats where the phase needs to be controlled independently of the amplitude. Moreover, the scheme requires to carefully match the ring resonance to
the carrier wavelength by, e.g., heaters, which increase the power consumption
considerably. Regarding advanced modulation formats, DAC-less generation
of 16QAM optical signals was proposed and demonstrated by using serial or
parallel configurations of multiple Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZM), each
operated with binary drive signals [173]–[175]. However, this approach still
requires electrical amplifiers to drive the various MZMs with peak-to-peak
voltages of typically more than 2 V [175]. More recently, generation of a
16QAM optical signal from binary electrical drive signals was demonstrated
using IQ modulators that consist of MZMs with segmented phase
shifters [176]. However, in this experiment, an additional electrical driver circuit was needed to interface the analog drive inputs of the modulator to the
digital outputs of the data source. This leads to an additional electrical power
consumption of approximately 1 W, corresponding to an energy consumption
of 18 pJ / bit at a data rate of 56 Gbit/s.
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In this paper, we report on proof-of-concept experiments demonstrating that
non-resonant and yet highly-efficient silicon-based modulators that can be
operated directly with binary sub-Volt output signals of standard fieldprogrammable gate arrays (FPGA) without the need for digital-to-analog
converters or drive amplifiers [177], [178]. These devices are realized on the
silicon-organic hybrid (SOH) platform [18], [71], [179], which enables generation of a wide variety of modulation formats at lowest energy consumption
[20], [119], [180], [181]. We demonstrate the viability of the approach in a
series of experiments: Using SOH MZM and IQ modulators, we show generation and transmission of on-off-keying (OOK) and binary phase shift keying
(BPSK) signals at 10 Gbit/s as well as QPSK and 16QAM signaling at
13 GBd. For the 16 QAM experiment, we use peak-to-peak drive voltages of
only 0.41 Vpp, leading to an ultra-low RF energy consumption of only 18 fJ/bit
in the modulator – far below that of comparable all-silicon devices. We believe that DAC-less and amplifier-less interfaces between digital circuitry and
highly efficient SOH modulators can enable a novel class of highly scalable
optical interconnects with unprecedented energy efficiency.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 5.2 explains specifics of the SOH
technology platform and describes the structure of the modulators. Experiments with an FPGA-driven Mach-Zehnder modulator using 10 Gbit/s OOK
and BPSK formats are presented in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, the DAC-less
generation of QPSK and 16QAM signals is demonstrated, and data transmission over a distance of up to 100 km with a data rate of up to 52 Gbit/s is
shown. Finally, we discuss the RF energy requirements of our modulators in
Section 5.5.

5.2

Silicon organic hybrid (SOH)
electro-optic modulators

Our silicon-organic hybrid (SOH) modulators combine silicon-on-insulator
(SOI) slot waveguides with organic electro-optic (EO) claddings [94], [179].
The optical slot waveguide has two silicon “rails” [179], Figure 5.1 (a). The
space between them is filled with an electro-optic organic material.
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For quasi-TE polarization, the dominant field component Ex in the slot is
strongly enhanced due to the discontinuity of the normal electric field component at the interface to the silicon rails. If a voltage is applied across the slot,
the refractive index changes and the phase of the optical wave is modulated.
Two such phase shifter sections form the arms of an SOH Mach-Zehnder
interferometer as illustrated in Figure 5.1 (a).
By controlling the phase shift in both arms in a push-pull configuration, the
light amplitude is modulated without introducing a residual phase shift. For
modulation at microwave frequencies, copper electrodes in form of a groundsignal-ground (GSG) transmission line are added. The metal electrodes are
connected to the slot by 900 nm high tungsten vias and thin n-doped silicon
slabs, so that the modulating voltage drops mainly across the narrow slot of
each phase shifter section. A cross-section of an SOH phase shifter together
with the optical and RF field is depicted in Figure 5.1 (b) and (c), respectively.

Figure 5.1: Schematic of an SOH MZM. The device consists of two phase modulators driven
in push-pull operation by a single coplanar transmission line (ground-signal-ground, GSG). The
GSG transmission line is made of copper (Cu) strips that are connected to the Si rails of the slot
waveguide 900 nm high tungsten (W) vias and thin n-doped silicon slabs. The silicon slot
waveguide (wslot = 120 nm, wrail = 240 nm, hrail = 220 nm) is coated with the electro-optic material SEO100 (not shown). (b) Ex component of the optical field in the slot waveguide. (c) Ex
component of the electrical RF drive signal. The optical mode and the modulation field are both
confined to the slot, resulting in strong interaction and hence in efficient modulation.
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The optical field strongly overlaps with the modulating RF field in the slot,
leading to highly-efficient electro-optic interaction and hence low drive voltage requirements.
The underlying SOI structures were fabricated in IMEC’s active silicon photonics platform, which includes three etch steps for the silicon waveguides as
well as implants and silicidation for the electrically contacted devices. The EO
material is deposited on the pre-processed device by spin-coating and fills the
slot homogeneously. A separate step [71] is necessary for poling the electrooptic cladding: At an elevated temperature, a poling voltage across the (floating) ground electrodes aligns the EO chromophores in the same direction for
both slots. If a modulating RF voltage is applied to the signal electrode, the
associated field is oriented in opposite directions in the two arms of the MZM,
leading to phase shifts of the same magnitude but opposite sign and hence to
efficient push-pull operation [179]. As an EO cladding material we use
SEO100 from Soluxra, LLC. The material is specified for a high electro-optic
coefficient of 110 pm/V and operating temperatures of up to 85°C.
The electrical bandwidth of the modulators is limited by RC low-pass characteristics arising from the capacitance of the slot which has to be charged and
discharged via the resistive silicon slabs [94]. To increase the modulation
bandwidth, a static gate field of 0.1 V/nm is applied between the bulk silicon
and the SOI device layer. The gate field leads to an electron accumulation layer and to a higher conductivity of the silicon slabs and hence to an increased
bandwidth of the devices [19], [92], [94]. The gate voltage does not have any
appreciable effect on the power consumption: The associated current flow is
of the order of a few nanoamperes, corresponding to an energy consumption
of a few aJ/bit, which can safely be neglected. In future device generations,
the gate voltage may be reduced significantly by depositing a thin silicon layer
on top of the silicon slabs [94] or even be omitted by employing an improved
doping profile which increases the conductivity of the silicon slabs.
The π-voltage-length product of the modulators is below 0.8 Vmm. The
π-voltages have been measured at bias voltages of 2 V or more in order to prevent screening of the applied fields by free charges in the cladding, which may
occur at zero or small bias.
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Due to the low mobility of the free charges, this effect is only observable for
low frequencies and does not impede high-frequency operation [71].

5.3

Binary driven SOH Mach-Zehnder modulator
without electrical amplification

In a first set of experiments, we use a single electrical drive signal which is fed
to an MZM to generate OOK and BPSK signals. The experimental setup is
depicted in Figure 5.2. Light from an external-cavity laser (ECL) is coupled to
a 1 mm long SOH MZM. The device features a π-voltage of 0.74 V at DC,
measured at a bias voltage of around 3.5 V to prevent screening effects [71].
At the output of the modulator chip, the optical signal is amplified by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) to compensate for the insertion loss of the
MZM chip. The total fiber-to-fiber insertion loss of our current devices
amounts to approximately 20 dB and is dominated by the fiber-chip coupling
loss of non-optimized grating couplers of about 6 dB per interface. The onchip loss of the MZM amounts to approximately 8 dB for maximum transmission of the modulator and can be decomposed into losses of passive components (< 1 dB), free-carrier absorption within the doped silicon waveguides of
1.5 dB, and scattering loss of 5.5 dB due to sidewall roughness of the slot
waveguide. These losses can be reduced considerably in future device generations. It has been shown that the roughness-induced propagation loss of striploaded slot waveguides can be diminished to 0.2 dB/mm by improved fabrication procedures and by using asymmetric cross sections [164]. Similarly,
optimization of the doping profiles can lead to carrier-induced propagation
losses of less than 1 dB/mm such that the total insertion loss of the 1 mm-long
slot-waveguide section amounts to less than 1.2 dB. Each phase shifter of the
MZM consists of a slot waveguide and two rib-to-slot converters, each of
which contributes another 0.02 dB of insertion loss [69].
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Figure 5.2: Experimental setup for directly driving an SOH modulator with the GTX interfaces
of a Virtex-7 FPGA. A pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) at the GTX output ports is
applied to the Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) without further amplification. The MZM consists of two 1 mm long SOH phase shifters that are driven by a ground-signal-ground (GSG)
transmission line. Drive signal and bias voltage are combined in a bias-tee. The optical carrier
from an external cavity laser (ECL) is modulated in the SOH MZM, and an erbium-doped fiber
amplifier (EDFA) compensates the insertion loss before the signal is fed to the receiver (Rx).
For coherent detection, an optical modulation analyzer (OMA) is used, whereas direct detection
relies on a single photodiode. For direct detection, a 2 nm bandpass filter (BPF) suppresses
ASE noise of the EDFA.

Power splitting and combining is accomplished by a pair of multi-mode interference couplers (MMI), for which the insertion losses can be as low as 0.2 dB
per coupler [75]. This would amount to total on-chip insertion losses of less
than 1.7 dB for an SOH MZM with 1 mm-long phase shifter sections. For
packaged devices, we may assume fiber-to-chip coupling losses of less than
1.7 dB per interface, enabled by optimized grating couplers [182] or by photonic wire bonds [128], and propagation loss of less than 0.2 dB in few millimeters of low-loss access waveguides [183]. We hence expect that fiber-tofiber insertion losses can be reduced to less than 5.3 dB for an MZM. These
estimations are entirely based on already demonstrated structures; further improvements will be possible as better components become available. As a consequence, the EDFA can be omitted for data transmission using future device
generations. In this context, the power handling capability of the device
appears as an important parameter, which is directly linked to the photostability of the organic material. This aspect is subject to ongoing investigations.
In our experiment, we operated each of the SOH phase shifters with optical
powers of more than 5 dBm over several hours without observing any photoinduced deterioration of the device performance. This power was not limited
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by the photostability of the EO material, but by the output power of the transmitter laser and the insertion loss of the device. We expect that systematic
investigations of the photostability will exhibit damage thresholds that are
significantly larger. Still, the currently used 5 dBm of on-chip power per phase
shifter would correspond to a total output power of more than 7.6 dBm, taking
into account the insertion losses of optimized MMI power combiners and
assuming full transmission of the MZM. This should enable EDFA-less
transmission in future devices.
After amplification, the signal is fed to the optical receiver. The receivers are
chosen differently depending on the modulation format: A coherent receiver
(Rx) using another ECL as a local oscillator is used for coherent BPSK
demodulation, whereas direct detection on a fast photodiode is performed for
OOK signals. In the case of direct detection, a 2 nm bandpass filter (BPF)
suppresses amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) from the optical amplifier.
For the experiment, we use a Xilinx XC7VX485T FPGA on a VC707 evaluation board. A pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) of length 231 − 1 is
generated on the FPGA and fed to a single GTX transmitter (Tx) for OOK and
BPSK modulation. GTX transceivers are specified to operate at a maximum of
0.5 Vpp for single-ended operation in the low-frequency limit. In our case, we
measure a swing of about 310 mVpp from the electric eye diagram at the
transmitter output. The Xilinx GTX interfaces are neither designed to drive
photonic devices nor do they provide a flat frequency response. The pronounced low-pass characteristic was compensated by an internal digital 3-tap
finite-impulse response (FIR) filter. Using the FIR filter configured to highpass behavior results in a nicely open eye diagram of the electrical signal, Figure 5.3 (a), but further reduces the voltage swing at the output port to
270 mVpp for our experiment. For the optical signal generation experiment, the
FPGA outputs are directly connected to microwave probes that contact the
modulator’s GSG transmission lines. A bias voltage is applied via bias-tee to
adjust the operation point.
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Figure 5.3: Electrical drive signals and corresponding optical signals for OOK and BPSK at
10 Gbit/s. (a) Eye diagram of electrical output of GTX transmitter. (b) Eye diagram of the optical OOK signal after direct detection by a photodiode. The quality factor Q = 6.7 indicates error-free detection. (c) Constellation diagram (top) and eye diagram (bottom) of optical BPSK
signal obtained after coherent reception. An error-vector magnitude (EVM) of 13.7 % indicating error-free signaling [51] (BER < 10-9) is measured.

5.3.1

Signal generation

To characterize the performance of the transmitter, OOK and BPSK signals
are generated and recorded for offline signal analysis. The experimental results are summarized in Figure 5.3 (b) and (c). OOK signals are obtained by
biasing the SOH MZM at the quadrature point. A real-time oscilloscope records the output current of a fast pin photodiode delivered to a 50 Ω impedance. We use Matlab for offline signal analysis. No post-equalization is employed. Eye diagrams for the electrical drive signal and the optical signal as
received are depicted in Figure 5.3 (a) and (b), respectively. We do not measure any errors in approximately 390.000 recorded bits. The extracted qualityfactor Q = 6.7 for the transmission indicates error-free operation (BER ≈ 10 11).
Comparison of both eye diagrams in Figure 5.3 (a) and (b) shows that bandwidth limitations are mainly due to the GTX module and not due to the SOH
device. This is in agreement with an independent characterization of the SOH
MZM, which exhibited a modulation bandwidth of approximately 15 GHz –
well above the bandwidth of the GTX modules. Hence, without further bandwidth degradation, it would be possible to improve signal quality by increasing the length of the phase shifters, thereby improving modulation depth at the
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expense of device bandwidth. Alternatively, when keeping the device geometry, this modulator could be used at higher symbol rates if supported by the
electronic driver.
With the same drive signals, but operating the modulator in the null point,
BPSK signaling is achieved. We use an optical modulation analyzer (OMA)
with an external ECL acting as local oscillator (LO) for coherent detection.
Signal analysis includes digital polarization alignment, frequency and phase
estimation, and post-equalization. As a measure for signal quality, we use the
error-vector magnitude (EVM), which represents the mean deviation of the
measured constellation points from their ideal position in the complex
plane [51]. For our BPSK signaling experiment, we measure an EVM of
13.7 %, which can be related to an estimate BER [51] well below 10-9 provided that signal performance is limited by Gaussian noise. This is consistent
with the bit-error analysis of the recorded data stream of approximately
620 kbit in which no bit errors were measured. The corresponding constellation and eye diagram for the BPSK signal are shown in Figure 5.3 (c). Even
without post-equalization, error-free transmission is observed: The EVM is
21.5 % (estimating BER < 10-10), and no errors were found in the recordings.
These experiments show for the first time that non-resonant silicon-based
MZM can be driven directly by standard FPGA outputs without further amplification.

5.3.2

Transmission experiment

In a second experiment, we demonstrate data transmission by using the FPGA
board both as a date source and sink. We again transmit OOK signals and detect them by a high-speed photodiode, but now connect the photodiode output
to a GTX receiver on the same board, Figure 5.4, thus simulating an electrical
end-to-end communication system with optical transmission interface. No
additional electrical amplifiers are used at the transmitter or receiver side.
EDFA and BPF are again used for loss compensation and elimination of ASE.
Signal generation and reception is performed with the Chipscope software
provided by Xilinx. We measure a real-time BER of 6.6  10-6.
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Figure 5.4: Experimental setup for OOK transmission experiment: Laser light from an ECL is
coupled to the SOH modulator that is directly driven from the GTX Tx output of the FPGA.
The signal is amplified by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), and a band-pass filter with
a 2 nm passband is used to suppress amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise. A photodiode is used for direct detection of the signal. The electrical signal extracted from the photodiode
and sent to a GTX Rx port of the same FPGA without further electrical amplification. Data
analysis showed BER of 6.6  10-6.

This is significantly worse than in the transmission experiments with offline
data processing, but still well above typical forward-error correction (FEC)
thresholds of 4.5  103 for a 7% overhead [133]. The lower reception quality
is attributed to the single-ended operation of the differential GTX Rx input,
which is fed by a high-speed photodiode having rather small peak-to-peak
output voltages of 30 mVpp. This voltage is significantly smaller than the input
voltage of 150 mV that is specified for the GTX Rx. Nevertheless, this experiment shows the general viability of an electrical end-to-end communication
system with an optical interface that does not require additional electrical
components.

5.4

DAC-less generation of advanced modulation
formats using SOH IQ modulators

In a second set of experiments, we increase the spectral efficiency of the optical signal by employing advanced modulation formats and thus increasing the
number of encoded bits per symbol while maintaining the amplifier-less
scheme for signal generation. While the generation of multi-level signals, for
e.g. 16QAM, usually requires digital-to-analog converters (DAC), our scheme
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relies solely on the binary FPGA output signals and passive components. The
setup is similar to the one used in the previous experiment, see Figure 5.5. The
SOH MZM modulator is replaced by a 1.5 mm long IQ modulator which is
connected to the outputs of an FPGA’s GTH lines operating at 13 GBd. As the
device is longer than the MZM modulator, a lower π-voltage of 0.53 V is
measured at DC. Considering the length difference, the values for the
π-voltages of both modulators are in good agreement, leading to π-voltagelength products of less than 0.8 Vmm for both devices.
For generating each of the I and Q drive signals in the 16QAM experiment, we
combine two GTH lines by using a power coupler, Figure 5.5. The 6 dB power
difference between the two signal components required for a bipolar 4-level
signal is realized by reducing the output voltage of one output port via the
FPGA software and internal circuitry.

Figure 5.5: Schematic of experimental setup for DAC-less generation of 16QAM. The siliconorganic hybrid (SOH) IQ modulator consists of two 1.5 mm long Mach-Zehnder modulators
(MZM). Each MZM is driven by a ground-signal-ground (GSG) transmission line contacted via
a bias-tee and a microwave probe (not shown) and terminated with a 50 Ω resistor. An intentional optical path length imbalance in the parent MZM allows to adjust an optical π/2 phase
shift between I and Q via wavelength tuning. To generate the four-level drive signal for each
MZM, the PRBS signals from two GTH ports with independent output voltages differing by 6
dB are combined in a power combiner. The resulting 4-level signal is applied to the modulator
electrodes. An external cavity laser (ECL) is used as an optical source, and an erbium-doped
fiber amplifier (EDFA) compensates the optical insertion loss of the device before the signal is
fed to the optical modulation analyzer (OMA).
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Fine adjustment of the binary output levels of the FPGA can be used to compensate the nonlinear transfer function of the MZM. Unlike the experiment
described in Section III, no FIR filter is required for compensating the lowpass characteristic of the FPGA output since the GTH output ports of the
VC7222 used here exhibit a higher cut-off frequency than the GTX ports of
the VC707 used in the previous experiments. Without the use of the FIR, we
profit from higher output voltages. The IQ modulator features an optical insertion loss of 26 dB. Compared to the insertion loss of the MZM in Section III,
the higher loss is due to longer phase-shifter sections and access waveguides.
As before, device optimizations will lead to a significantly reduced insertion
loss. Using the same assumptions as for the MZM, we expect that total onchip insertion losses of less than 2.7 dB can be achieved for an IQ modulator
with 1.5 mm-long slot-waveguide phase shifters. This would translate to more
than 7.4 dBm of on-chip output power when limiting the optical power in the
slot waveguides to 5 dBm. The EDFA can hence be omitted for data transmission. For packaged devices, fiber-to-fiber insertion losses of less than 6.3 dB
are to be expected.
After amplification in a subsequent EDFA and transmission, the signal is fed
to an optical modulation analyzer (OMA). The 90° phase shift between I and
Q component of the optical signal is adjusted by an optical path-length imbalance between the two arms and choice of the appropriate wavelength. For
simplicity, we set up a homodyne receiver by splitting the external cavity laser
(ECL) output in a signal and a local oscillator (LO) path.
For the experiment, we use a Xilinx XC7VH580T FPGA on a VC7222 evaluation board. A PRBS of length 231 − 1 is generated in the FPGA and sent to
the GTH ports. At a symbol rate of 13 GBd, this leads to an aggregate data
rate of 26 Gbit/s and 52 Gbit/s for the QPSK and 16QAM formats, respectively.
In the case of QPSK signaling, peak-to-peak drive voltages of 0.28 Vpp are
measured for the two-level I- and Q signal before the bias-tees used to set the
bias point of the modulator. For 16QAM, the peak-to-peak drive voltage of the
four-level signals amounts to 0.41 Vpp. The bias-tees are connected to the
microwave probes contacting the chip. Eye diagrams for the electrical drive
signals are depicted in the top row of Figure 5.6 (a). The quality of the
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16QAM drive signals is impeded by the power couplers, which are specified
to work in the range of 1-18 GHz only. To quantify signal quality of the drive
signal, we plot the 2- and 4-level drive signals for I and Q in the complex
plane and measure the error vector magnitude of the resulting constellation
diagrams that are depicted in the bottom row of Figure 5.6 (a). For measuring
the EVM, we use the definition normalized to the maximum vector length of
the constellation diagram denoted as EVMm [51]. Without using an equalizer
at the receiver, EVMm values for the drive signals for QPSK and 16QAM
are measured to be 13.6 % and 8.0 %, respectively. Applying an equalizer
decreases the EVMm values to 8.9 % and 6.7 %, see Figure 5.6 (a).
For the optical signal, additional to measuring EVM values, we also measure
the BER. We record the signals with real-time oscilloscopes and perform offline signal analysis which includes post-equalization. Within our record
length of approximately 1.6 Mbit, we do not measure any errors for the backto-back (b2b) QPSK signal. This is in good agreement with the measured
EVMm values of 13.3 % which indicates a BER well below 10-9 [51]. For
16QAM b2b transmission, we measure a BER of 3.5  104 and an EVMm of
10.2 %. The measured BER is in good agreement with the BER of 4  104
which can be estimated from the EVM [51]. The corresponding constellation
diagrams are depicted on the left hand side of Figure 5.6 (b). We then perform
transmission experiments with fiber spans of 10 km, 50 km and 100 km. The
results of the signal quality analysis and the constellation diagrams for the b2b
case and transmission are depicted in Figure 5.6 (b). An additional optical amplifier at the receiver side is used only for transmission over 100 km. For distances larger than 10 km, digital compensation of chromatic dispersion is
applied. The influence of transmission on the quality of QPSK signals is negligible, as the EVMm is still 14.3 % for a transmission distance of 100 km. No
errors were found in the recordings and we estimate a BER < 10-9 from the
EVMm. Hence, we consider the signal error-free. For the transmission of
16QAM signals, there is no significant change in EVMm or BER for a 10 km
fiber span. Even for transmission over up to 100 km, the BER of the 16QAM
signal is 1.3  103, still below the limit of 4.5  103 for 3rd generation harddecision FEC coding with an overhead of 7 % [133].
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Figure 5.6: (a) Electrical drive signals from FPGA GTH ports: Eye diagrams (top) for 2- (left)
and 4-level (right) drive signals for QPSK and 16QAM. Output voltages of the drive signals for
QPSK and 16QAM amount to 280 mVpp and 410 mVpp, respectively. EVM values of the constellation diagrams (bottom) obtained after complex superposition of drive signals are measured
to be 8.9 % and 6.7 % for QPSK and 16QAM, respectively after applying equalization at the
receiver. (b) Optical constellation diagrams of optical 16QAM (top) and QPSK (bottom) signals generated (b2b) and transmitted over fiber spans of 10 km, 50 km and 100 km length. An
erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) at the receiver side was only used for a transmission distance of 100 km. The influence of transmission distance on signal quality is small: For QPSK
signals, the EVMm of 14.3% after 100 km still suggests BER values well below 109. For
16QAM, the measured BER increases from 3.5  104 to 1.2  103, which is still below the 3rd
generation FEC limit with 7 % overhead [133].
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5.5

RF Energy consumption of modulator

In our experiments, no additional drive circuitry is used to interface the electrical ports of the FPGA to the EO modulator. As a consequence, the modulator must be operated solely with the energy provided by the binary FPGA outputs, which amounts to approximately 100 fJ/bit for a data rate of 13 Gbit/s,
a peak-to-peak output voltage of 500 mVpp, and a 50 Ω impedance. It is a
unique feature of our SOH devices that they can be operated with a small fraction of this energy. For analysis of the modulator RF energy consumption, we
assume that the terminated 50 Ω transmission lines of each MZM can be modeled as a single 50 Ω resistor in an equivalent-circuit representation. For an IQ
modulator, we have to consider the power consumption of two MZMs. For
16QAM, the magnitude of the bipolar drive voltage of each MZM can have
two levels that are related by a factor of 1/3. Assuming equal distribution of all
16QAM symbols, both signal levels occur with equal probability. From this,
the energy consumption can be calculated by dividing the power consumption
by the bit rate [119],
 1  U 2 1 1  1 U 2 1  1
(16QAM)
m
Wbit
 2  m 
 


 2  2  Rt 2  3 2  Rt  r

(5.1)

where Um is the peak-to-peak value of the drive voltage, Rt = 50 Ω is the impedance of the termination and r is the bit rate of the 16QAM signal. Inserting
the values from our experiment into the equation, Um = 0.41 V and
(16QAM)

r = 52 Gbit/s, we find an energy consumption per bit of Wbit

 18 fJ/bit .

This is the lowest value that has been reported for 16QAM signaling. Note
that this figure solely covers the electrical energy consumption and does not
take into account the power needed to drive, e.g., the laser or the EDFA in our
experiment. We expect that the EDFA can be omitted completely when using
optimized devices with significantly reduced insertion loss.
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5.6

Summary

We report on a proof-of-concept experiment of DAC-less and amplifier-less
generation and transmission of optical data signals by directly driving SOH
modulators with the binary sub-Volt outputs of an FPGA. Using an SOH
Mach-Zehnder modulator, we generate error-free OOK and BSPK signals at
10 Gbit/s. We demonstrate the viability for end-to-end transmission by feeding
the OOK signal to a photodiode which is connected to a GTX receiver port of
the same FPGA. In a second set of experiments, we generate QPSK and
16QAM signals at 13 GBd and transmit them over distances of up to 100 km.
QPSK remains error-free for all transmission distances; for 16QAM, the BER
remains below the threshold for hard-decision forward-error correction with
7 % overhead. The SOH IQ modulator is shown to be highly energy-efficient,
enabling 16QAM signaling at an RF energy consumption of only 18 fJ/bit at a
data rate of 52 Gbit/s. To the best of our knowledge, this is the lowest value
reported for 16QAM signaling in literature so far.
[end of paper [J7]]
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6.1

Summary

Photonic integration is key for the realization of compact and energy-efficient
optical communication modules. Specifically, silicon photonics is a promising
candidate for co-integration of electronics and photonics. This thesis discusses
the suitability of silicon-organic hybrid (SOH) modulators for high-speed and
low-power applications. The SOH approach combines silicon photonic slot
waveguides and organic electro-optic cladding materials. The silicon structures can be fabricated in commercial lithography processes [21] and the cladding material can be deposited in a subsequent processing step. SOH modulators outperform conventional silicon photonic as well as InP modulators in
terms of their modulation efficiency – quantified by the π-voltage-length
product UπL – by a factor of approximately 20 and 10, respectively. At the
same time, the devices allow for data communications at the highest symbol
rates demonstrated for semiconductor-based optical modulators to date. Yet,
while investigations regarding reliability and stability of SOH modulators are
ongoing, this work demonstrates the suitability of the SOH concept for use in
different fields of application for optical communications and achieved a
number of record results.
SOH modulators for high-speed operation
Operation of SOH modulators for symbol rates of up to 100 GBd have been
demonstrated for both, intensity modulation and coherent modulation formats.
These are the highest symbol rates demonstrated for semiconductor-based
optical modulators. The unrivalled modulation efficiency allows to operate at
the lowest voltages reported for semiconductor-based modulators. Both the
100 Gbit/s OOK and the 400 Gbit/s 16QAM signal represent record demonstrations for silicon-based optical modulators.
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SOH modulators for low-power applications
Besides the ability for high-speed signaling, SOH modulators are operated in
an amplifier-less and DAC-less scheme: it has been shown that SOH modulators can be directly driven from the binary outputs of an FPGA with drive
voltages as low as 280 mVpp. Electrical amplification can be omitted for this
purpose. Multi-level drive signals for the generation of 16QAM signals were
realized by passive RF power combiners. For the 13 GBd 16QAM signal, a
record-low electrical energy consumption of only 18 fJ/bit in the modulator is
calculated.

6.2

Outlook

Concerning the integration and fabrication of SOH modulators, previous work
demonstrated that SOH modulators can be fabricated in commercial lithographic fabrication processes [21] and the experimental results in this thesis
and other demonstrations clearly witness the suitability of the SOH concept
for future application in optical communication systems and data centers.
Yet, it is to be addressed and demonstrated that SOH modulators can withstand the environmental conditions – particularly heat – evident in typical
application environments. This question particularly refers to the long-term
stability of the organic materials. The material used in this work has already
been demonstrated to allow for operation of SOH modulators at an operating
temperature of 80 °C [22] and reported to maintain more than 90 % of its electro-optic activity for 500 hours at 85 °C [80]. However, 500 hours do not suffice to fulfill standard tests such as Telcordia. Nevertheless, the tremendous
progress in material synthesis in recent years leads to the expectation that various materials combing good electro-optic stability combined with long-term
stability in both, thermal relaxation and photobleaching, are to come in the
near future. With successful demonstration of long-term stability, all required
properties of SOH modulators for the application in commercial systems
would be available. Consequently, the next steps would be device optimization, packaging and commercialization of the SOH approach.
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Further, it is unclear whether the so far continued process of moving to ever
higher and higher symbol rates can be sustained much longer: With the
100 GBd operation, the optical signals have reached the ability of the fasted
electrical test equipment on the market to date [166]. In conjunction with interests in commercialization, next steps are rather likely to reduce the symbol
rate to a moderate level and increase the spectral efficiency by using higherorder modulation formats and on-chip PDM. Building upon the efficiency of
SOH modulators, the reduction of symbol rate can (and should) consequently
be combined with the amplifier-less and DAC-less scheme. While in this
work, the multi-level signals were generated using electrical equipment, other
approaches use the optical domain; e.g., either by using segmented electrodes
[16], [184] or by parallel or tandem IQ modulators [174].
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A.

Pockels effect and electro-optic
modulators

A.1

Pockels effect

Conventional optical phase modulators rely on a non-linear interaction, more
specifically on the linear electro-optic effect, also called Pockels effect. The
following discussion is based on the derivation in [60] and a more detailed
discussion of optical nonlinearities can be found in [61].
The response of a bulk material to an imposing electric field E is described by
the material polarization P . The spatially local polarization in time domain
can be described by a Volterra series which accounts for potential memory
effects in the nonlinear medium [61],
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... ,

(A.1)
where the vacuum permittivity is denoted by  0 and the response functions

 ( n) (r ,t, t,..., t ( n) ) are tensors of rank n  1. As to the causality of the material
we find  ( n) (r ,t, t,..., t ( n) )  0 for t, t, t

 0 . Eq. (A.1) can be interpreted

as a linear and a non-linear interaction of matter with the electric field,
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(A.2)

NL

The following discussion is limited to second-order nonlinearities and particularly to the Pockels effect which describes the change of the refractive index
of the material in dependence of a low frequency modulating field with angular frequency m 0 ,m  0 . Taking these simplifications into account, the
second-order polarization term in the frequency-domain can be written as [60]
(2)
Pi(2) (0  m  0 )  2 0  ijk
(0  m ;0 ,m ) E j (0 ) E k (m ),

(A.3)

jk

where the indices i, j, k  1,2,3 denote the Cartesian components. In the
above equation, the spatial dependency was omitted for improved readability.
For the electric displacement D ,

 

 

   

D r , t   0 r E r , t   0 E r , t  P r , t

(A.4)

with the relative permittivity  r , and using Einstein notation for sums the
electric displacement can then be expressed as [60]





Di (0 )   0  ij  ij (1) (0 ) E j (0 )
(2)
2 0 ijk
(0

(A.5)

 m ;0 ,m ) E j (0 ) Ek (m ).

(2)
Using the second-order susceptibility ijk
, the change of permittivity  r due

to the Pockels effect can then be described by
(2)
Ek (m ) .
 r,ij  2ijk

(A.6)

The relative permittivity is related to the refractive index of the material, εr = n2.
For small changes, we use the approximation  r   r   n  n   n  2nn
2

to quantify the change of refractive index:
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nij 

(2)
ijk

n

Ek (m ).

(A.7)

Further, the second-order susceptibility can be transformed into the commonly
used electro-optic coefficient [60]
rijk  

(2)
2 ijk

n4

.

(A.8)

that relates to the change of refractive index according to

1
nij   n3rijk Ek (m ).
2

(A.9)

The elements of the tensor of rank n  1  3 , however, are not independent and
can hence it be further simplified by taking into account the intrinsic permutation symmetry of the fields and the Kleinman symmetry [61]. Therefore, we
can introduce matrices for the electro-optic coefficient ril and the susceptibil(2)
ity  il where the indices j,k can be replaced by an index l according to

jk : 11 22 33 23,32 13,31 12,21
l: 1 2 3
4
5
6

A.2

(A.10)

Electro-optic modulators

The most commonly used electro-optic modulators rely on lithium niobate
(LiNbO3) as the nonlinear material. For practical reasons, both, the optical
field and the modulating field Em are typically oriented in transverse direction
such that r33 is the relevant electro-optic coefficient. The change in refractive
index n and the phase shift PM in a modulator of length L can then be
written as

1
n   n3r33 Em .
2
1
2

PM  n3r33Emk0 L,

(A.11)
(A.12)
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where k0  2 0 is the vacuum wave number at vacuum 0 and the modulating electric field Em can also be expressed by the modulating voltage U m
and the separation d of the electrodes

Em 

Um
.
d

(A.13)

Consequently, the phase shift arising from the Pockels effect is proportional to
the applied voltage. A common figure of merit for an electro-optic phase shifter hence is the π-voltage U ,PM
U ,PM 

d 0
L r33n3

(A.14)

for which the optical phase is shifted by PM   . Similarly, a π-voltage

U ,MZM can be defined for a push-pull Mach-Zehnder structure with two parallel phase shifters. It is commonly defined by a relative phase difference in of
MZM  1  2  2   the two arms. For an MZM we modify Eq. (A.14)
accordingly:
U ,MZM 

d 0
2L r33n3

(A.15)

In this work, we use the term U for the π-voltage of a push-pull MachZehnder and omit the subscript ‘MZM’.
From Eqs. (A.14), (A.15) it is evident that the π-voltage can be traded for device length. Therefore we use another quantity, the π-voltage-length product
U L , to quantify the modulation efficiency:
U L 
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B.

Digital signal processing in
coherent communications

While coherent reception has been discussed already in the 1970’s [185],
coherent communications has not been applicable until the end of the first
decade of the 21st century. This is because the compensation of any signal impairment apparent during generation, transmission, and reception of coherent
optical signals was hardly to be handled by the available hardware. In contrast,
with digital signal processing a chain of algorithms could be developed which
only required an acceptable amount of complexity. These impairments such as
chromatic dispersion and polarization changes during fiber transmission and
the phase noise of the transmitter and LO laser have been neglected in the discussions above, but need to be corrected upon reception. This section – without claiming completeness – shall give an overview on aspects in digital signal
processing for optical communications, and shall refer to more detailed literature for the interested reader. Compact overviews on digital signal processing
are found in references [170] and [186].
A diagram of the different processing blocks is shown in Figure B.1. According to [55], on the transmitter side, binary data are divided into two parallel
data streams representing the signals for the two orthogonal polarizations. The
data are mapped according to the desired modulation format as discussed in
Section 2.1.2 and pulse-shaping, see Section 2.1.3, is applied before the signal
is converted to the analog domain and drives an optical modulator. The signal
is then transmitted through the optical fiber leading to chromatic dispersion,
polarization rotation, fiber nonlinearities, and others. At the output of the optical receiver, the in-phase and quadrature components of the two polarizations
are converted to the digital domain using analog-to-digital converters (ADC)
and subsequently pass a number of DSP subsystems.
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Figure B.1: Schematic overview of transmitter and receiver DSP-subsystems. A binary data
stream is split in to parallel paths representing the two polarizations. Data streams are mapped
according the modulation format and the pulse shape is generated before digital-to-analog (DA)
and electro-to-optical (E/O) conversion. After transmission through the fiber link, the signal is
received and converted to the electrical (O/E) and digital (AD) domain. De-skewing and orthonormalization account for unequal loss and propagation delays of the setup. The channel
equalization compensates the frequency response of the components and physical effect on the
optical link such as dispersion and polarization rotation. To recover the digital information,
timing recovery and estimation of the frequency and phase differences is performed before demodulation and forward error correction (FEC) coding.

At first, different optical or electrical path lengths and propagation losses in
the receiver frontend due to imperfect matching (de-skewing) as well as impairments due to deviations from the 90° phase difference of the I and Q component of the 90°-hybrid (orthonormalization) are corrected in a DSP block for
de-skewing and orthonormalization [186].
The second DSP block is about channel equalization and may be split into another set of subsystems. References by Seb Savory, [170] and [186], discriminate into a static and dynamic channel equalization. The reasoning behind this
separation is that different properties may change at different time constants
and thus can be tracked at different rates: On a millisecond timescale, chromatic dispersion and the frequency response of the system may be considered
constant, whereas the state of polarization may vary [170]. Other authors subdivide into even more subsystems such as dispersion compensation, polarization demultiplexing, matched filtering, and a separate equalizer at the end of
the processing chain as described in [55]. Chromatic dispersion represents a
linear process and can therefore be compensated using a linear digital filter. A
detailed description can be found in [55], [170], [186], [187]. References [55],
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[170], [186] also cover polarization demultiplexing and the compensation of
polarization mode dispersion (PMD). The digital filters discussed in the references given so far cover linear effects and use linear filters for the compensation thereof. However, they are not suited to compensate for signal impairments caused by optical nonlinear interaction [186]. More recently, non-linear
equalization techniques have attracted more attention. Such equalization techniques can additionally compensate for non-linear transfer characteristics as,
e.g. for optical modulators and for memory effects in RF equipment and optical nonlinear interaction [188]–[190].
A timing recovery algorithm finds the correct sampling time in order to read
the data signals. This is especially important for pulse-shaped signals, where a
slight deviation may already lead to noticeable inter-symbol interference (ISI)
[53]. Timing recovery typically requires a resampling (or interpolation) of the
signal and timing information can be retrieved in data-aided and non-dataaided schemes [186]. In a next step, frequency and phase estimation is performed. First, as apparent from Eq. (2.16), the frequency offset between the
optical signal an the LO needs to be compensated in order to retrieve the I and
Q-data. Further, the phase term Δφ(t) includes phase terms from the modulation and also contains phase noise contribution from the signal and LO lasers.
Theses phase fluctuations need to be compensated in order to reliably read the
data stream. Phase noise compensation is obviously dependent on the strength
of phase noise, quantified by the linewidth of the Tx and Rx laser but also on
the symbol rate: stronger phase noise can be tolerated for higher symbol rates.
Therefore, a figure-of-merit is the product of linewidth and symbol duration
which also depends on the choice of the modulation format [191]. A vast
number of approaches for various modulation formats have been discussed
[192]–[195] and a an overview is given in [186].
In a last step, the received symbols need to be decoded into bit streams. The
decoding can be directed by a hard-decision process in which the received
symbol is assigned to the closest (ideal) constellation point or by a softdecision procedure which also includes statistical magnitudes as an input to
the decision. The symbols may be received falsely, meaning that they were
assigned to the wrong constellation point such that bit errors occur. To ensure
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error-free data transmission, coherent communication commonly relies on the
use of forward-error correction (FEC) algorithms. FEC codes in general add a
certain amount of overhead onto the net amount of data. The signal overhead
consequently reduces the effective data rate, also referred to as net data rate.
FEC codes differ in the amount of overhead that is required but also in their
efficiency. The efficiency, commonly referred to as net coding gain (NCG)
describes by which proportion the signal is virtually improved in its SNR and
is referred to a certain output BER. In more practical terms, the NCG is a
quantity that describes at which input BER the signal can be corrected to a
certain output BER. A number of algorithms and generations have been discussed. Today’s FEC algorithms typically handle input BERs of 4.5  103 and
2  102 with an overhead of 7 % and ~20%, respectively. More details on
FEC codes can be found in the following references: [133], [168], [169],
[196]–[198].
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C.

Quality-factor

In Section 2.1.1, the quality factor (Q-factor) was introduced as a quality metric for two-level electrical data signals. In this section, the prerequisites for the
conversion to a bit error ratio (BER) will be illuminated in more detail. In
principle, the BER can be calculated using the probabilities pb  0t  , pb 1t 
with which a logical ‘0’ and ‘1’ were transmitted and the probabilities for false
detection, i.e., if either a logical ‘1’ was transmitted (1t), but detected as a logical ‘0’ (0d) or vice versa (0t, 1d) [199]
BER  pb 1t  pb  0d 1t   pb  0t  pb 1d 0t .

(C.1)

The probabilities for false detection can be expressed using the probability
density functions (PDF) for the two states, w0 , w1 , and the decision threshold uth ,
BER  pb 1t 

uth





uth

 w1 u  du  pb  0t   w0 u  du,

(C.2)

The minimum BER is found for an optimum decision threshold for which it
holds BER uth  0 , and one finds

pb 1t  w1  uth   pb  0t  w1 uth .

(C.3)

Consequently, for pb 1t   pb  0t   1 2 the optimum decision threshold is
found at the intersection of both (monomodal) PDFs.
In the following, we assume that the (mean) signal levels u0 , u1 for the logical
‘0’ and logical ‘1’ are superimposed with additive Gaussian noise. The probability density functions for each of the two signal states can then be given as
w0  u  

  u  u 2 
0
,
exp 
 2 02 
2 0


1

(C.4)
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w1  u  

  u  u 2 
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(C.5)

For Gaussian PDFs, the probability of false detection can be written using the
complementary error function erfc, see Eq. (2.8),

pb 1d 0t  

uth

1

 u1  uth 

1 2 

(C.6)

1

 uth  u0 
.
 0 2 

(C.7)

 w1 u  du  2 erfc 



pb  0d 1s  



 w0  u  du  2 erfc 

uth

Further, defining the Q-factor, [199]
Q

u1  u0 u1  uth uth  u0


,
 0  1
1
0

(C.8)

we can rewrite Eqs. (C.6), (C.7) and include the Q-factor. For equal probability of the two symbols, we can relate the Q-factor to a BER,



1
pb  0d 1t   pb 1d 0t   erfc Q
2
1
 Q 
BER  erfc 
.
2
 2



2 ,

(C.9)
(C.10)

It shall be noted that the use of the complementary error function is a direct
consequence of the Gaussian probability density functions and, consequently,
Eq. (C.10) only holds for signals superimposed with (additive) Gaussian noise.
It particularly holds for signals which are dominated by electrical noise. In
contrast for signals dominated by optical noise, the (Gaussian) noise properties
are not conserved in the power-law detection during direct detection on a photo diode. It can be shown that the distribution in the “On”-state is Gaussianlike, but for the “Off”-state of an OOK signal the distribution is exponential.
In this case an analytic expression cannot be given, but the problem can only
be solved numerically.
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D.

Characteristics of SOH modulators

D.1

Chirp Analysis

For transmission of intensity-modulated signals, an unwanted phase modulation, also referred to as chirp, may leads to increased sensitivity with respect to
fiber dispersion and may hence leads to a signal quality penalty [200]. Ideally,
SOH MZM should not exhibit any chirp – the field-induced refractive index
change of the polymer cladding according to the Pockels effect [118] allows to
completely suppress chirp in an ideal, perfectly balanced push-pull MachZehnder modulator (MZM) [201]. For real-world devices with finite extinction ratio (ER), however, chirp is introduced by an imbalance of the optical
amplitudes in the two MZM arms. For quantifying the chirp of a data signal
generated by such a device, we use the chirp parameter α that is essentially
defined by the ratio of the phase modulation to the amplitude modulation
[134], [135], and can be estimated from a direct measurement of the static extinction ratio δ(stat), see Equations (3.7) and (3.8) in Section 3.3.2. To proof that
finite static extinction ratio (ER) of the MZM is the dominant source of chirp
in our devices, we compare the chirp parameter obtained from the ER to a direct measurement of α. To this end, we use another SOH modulator with a device layout similar to that of the device used for the data transmission experiments, but with better static extinction ratio of δ(stat) = 31 dB.
For a direct measurement of the chirp parameter, we rely on the fiber response
peak method [202]. Using a network analyzer, we measure the frequency response of the modulator with a 75 km fiber span. Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA) are used to compensate the insertion loss of the modulator and the
fiber span. The measured frequency response normalized to the back-to-back
transmission is shown in Figure D.1 (a). For data evaluation, the product of
the square of the resonance frequency fµ and the fiber length L is plotted in
dependence of the resonance order µ, see Figure D.1 (b). The chirp parameter
α and the fiber dispersion D can then be extracted from the slope and from the
vertical offset of a straight line fitted to the data points [202].
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Figure D.1: Chirp characterization of SOH Mach-Zehnder modulator. (a) Frequency response
of SOH MZM with 75 km fiber span for modulator operated without gate field. The frequency
response has been normalized to the modulator’s back-to-back characterization. Resonant dips
originate from fiber dispersion. (b) From the product of the squared resonance frequency and
the fiber length, fμ2L, fiber dispersion parameter and chirp factor α can be estimated [202]. In
the analysis, we find a chirp factor of   0.09 .

Measurement analysis leads to a dispersion coefficient of 16.8 ps/(nm km) for
the 75 km fiber span and a chirp factor α of 0.09. The measured value compares well to the value |α| = 0.06 which we estimate directly from the measured (static) extinction ratio. This confirms that the chirp of SOH MZM is
dominated by the influence of a finite ER – the slight differences are attributed
to the finite measurement accuracies of the fiber response peak method.
Using the equations described above, we estimate a chirp factor |α| ≈ 0.42 for a
static extinction ratio of 14 dB as obtained for the MZM used for the
100 Gbit/s data experiment in Section 3.

D.2

Wavelength operating range of
SOH modulators

SOH modulators can operate over a wide range of wavelengths. In essence,
the operating range is only limited by the ability of the silicon photonic slot
waveguide to efficiently guide the light and by the absorption of the organic
EO material. The modulator structure as well as the organic material is well
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suited to operate over the entire range of infrared telecommunication wavelengths, comprising all relevant transmission bands between 1260 nm and
1675 nm. Absorption of the EO material is negligible above 1200 nm [77],
[79] and hence the material is transparent in wavelength regions beyond
1260 nm which are relevant for telecommunications. The performance of the
slot waveguides can be quantified by considering the field interaction factor
according to Eq. (3.2) in Section 3.2.1. For the device used in the transmission
experiments in Section 3.3, the field interaction factor decreases from
  0.16 at   1550 nm to   0.14 at   1310 nm , see Figure D.2 for the
associated mode field profiles. At the same time, the material-related figureof-merit for EO activity, nEOr33 , increases [160] by about 40 %, which leads to
an overall improvement of the modulation efficiency by about 16 %. In total,
the device performance does hence not change significantly with wavelength.

Figure D.2: Simulated mode fields for a center wavelength of 1310 nm (left) and 1550 nm
(right). The color coding indicates the modulus of the transverse electrical field and is identical
for both plots. For the shorter wavelength, the field is stronger in the silicon rails, and hence the
field interaction factor is smaller by 17 %. This is overcompensated by an increase of the material-related figure-of-merit for EO activity, nEO r33 .
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E.

Implementation of pulse shape
for system simulation

The hardware used in Section 3.3.3 features finite rise and fall times, see the
eye diagram in Figure E.1 (a) for the measured electrical output signal. For an
emulation of these signals in the simulation, we use cosine-shaped pulses in
the time-domain (not to be confused with pulse shapes with a raised-cosine
shaped spectrum as discussed in Section 2.1.3). A mathematical description of
the pulse shape p(t) is given as

 t 
1
p  t   1  cos     ,
2
 TS  

 TS  t  TS ,

(E.1)

Where Ts denotes the symbol duration. With the discrete symbols ak 1; 1
which correspond to a logical ‘1’ and a logical ‘0’, respectively, with the Dirac
function (t) representing the time-discrete nature of digital data, and with the
peak-to-peak output voltage Upp, the (electrical) mean-free time-domain drive
signal can be written as

s  t   U pp  ak  t  kT   p  t 

(E.2)

k

where  denotes a convolution operation. The eye diagram of the digitally
generated waveform (with additive white Gaussian noise) is depicted in Figure E.1 (b).

Figure E.1: Waveform for bandwidth analysis. (a) Measured eye diagram from the multiplexer
(MUX) at 100 Gbit/s, having a peak-to-peak voltage swing of approximately 0.4 Vpp. The signal
is fed to an RF amplifier and to the SOH modulator. (b) Eye diagram of digital waveform that is
used to approximate the output signal of the MUX for the bandwidth simulation in Section 3.3.3.
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F.

Description of equipment

This section gives a detailed overview on the equipment used in the two
experiments, which are referred to as Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 in
Section 4.3 and 4.4.
Experiment 1:
The signal is generated by an arbitrary-waveform generator (AWG, Keysight
M8196A), featuring a nominal resolution of 8 bit, an analog bandwidth of
32 GHz, and a sampling rate of up to 92 GSa/s. The data pattern is derived
from a pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) with a length of 29 – 1. We
use a pulse shape with raised-cosine (RC) spectrum and roll-off factor
E = 0.35. We generate QPSK signals at symbol rates up to 77 GBd and
16QAM signals up to 63 GBd. For signal generation up to 63 GBd, we use
30 GHz RF amplifiers (SHF 807) and measure an electrical eye opening of
1.0 V, which operates the modulator in its linear regime. For the 77 GBd signal, we replace the 30 GHz RF amplifiers with 50 GHz amplifiers (SHF S807)
and operate at an electrical eye opening of 1.4 V. The frequency response of
the RF equipment (amplifiers & cabling) is determined in a reference measurement and digitally compensated by pre-distorting the drive signal at the
transmitter. At the receiver, we use a 2 nm optical bandpass filter, an optical
modulation analyzer (OMA, Keysight N4391) and 63 GHz real-time oscilloscopes (Keysight DSOZ634A), each having a sampling rate of 160 GSa/s.
Experiment 2:
In Experiment 2, we use a Micram DAC4 as a signal source. The device features a nominal resolution of 6 bit, a typical analog 3 dB bandwidth of 40 GHz
with a smooth roll-off to 50 GHz[166], and a sampling rate of up to
100 GSa/s. The data pattern is derived from a pseudo-random pattern with
length 215. In the experiment, we did not yet use any pre-compensation of the
transmitter drive signals. For 80 GBd and 100 GBd, the signal is generated
without oversampling (1 sample per symbol), and the sampling rate is adjusted
accordingly. Eye diagrams of electrical four-level signals at 80 GBd and
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100 GBd are depicted in Figure F.1; more details can be found in [166], [203].
The 50 GBd signal is generated with two-fold oversampling (2 samples per
symbol). To drive the SOH modulator, we use RF amplifiers with 70 GHz
bandwidth (SHF 827) and a peak-to-peak output voltage swing of 1.5 Vpp.
These amplifiers are actually the main source of drive signal distortion, featuring a phase response which changes by approximately 200° between 40 GHz
and 75 GHz, see [121], [161] for details. In our experiment, these distortions
were corrected by the receiver equalizer.. At the receiver side, we use a
1.5 nm-wide optical band pass filter, a coherent receiver (Tektronix OM4245),
and 70 GHz real-time oscilloscopes (Tektronix DPO77002SX), featuring a
sampling rate of 200 GSa/s.

Figure F.1: Eye diagrams of electrical four-level signals at 80 GBd and 100 GBd, measured at
the output of the DAC used for Experiment 2 without pre-compensation by a finite impulse
response (FIR) filter.
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H.1

List of abbreviations

16QAM

16-state quadrature amplitude modulation

4ASK

4-state amplitude shift keying

4PAM

4-state pulse-amplitude modulation

8ASK

8-state amplitude shift keying

64QAM

64-state quadrature amplitude modulation

8PSK

8-state phase shift keying

AD

Analog-to-digital

Ag

Silver

Al

Aluminum

AOC

Active optical cables

ASE

Amplified spontaneous emission

Au

Gold

AWG

Arbitrary waveform generator

b2b

Back-to-back

BER

Bit error ratio

BOX

Buried oxide

BPD

Balanced photodetector

BPF

Bandpass filter

BPSK

Binary phase shift keying
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CMOS

Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor

Cu

Copper

CW

Continuous wave

DA

Digital-to-analog

DAC

Digital-to-analog converter

DC

Direct current

DCA

Digital communications analyzer

DSP

Digital signal processing

DUV

deep ultraviolet

DQPSK

Differential quadrature phase shift keying

EAM

Electro-absorption modulators

ECL

External cavity laser

EDFA

Erbium-doped fiber amplifier

EO

Electro-optic

EOE

Electro-optic-electric

eOFDM

Electrical orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing

E/O

Electrical-to-optical

ER

Extinction ratio

EVM, EVMm

Error vector magnitude, EVMm: normalization to maximum
vector of constellation

FEC

Forward error correction

FIR

Finite-impulse response

FPGA

Field-programmable gate array
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FWHM

Full-width-half-maximum

G

Ground

GC

Grating coupler

GSG

Ground – signal – ground

HD

Hard-decision

I

In-phase component

ICI

Inter-channel interference

IM/DD

Intensity modulation and direct detection

InP

Indium phosphide

IoT

Internet-of-Things

ISI

Inter-symbol interference

IQ

in-phase/quadrature

LiNbO3

Lithium Niobate

LO

Local oscillator

MIM

Metal-insulator-metal

MMF

Multi-mode fiber

MMI

Multimode interference coupler

MSA

Multi-source agreement

MUX

Multiplexer

MZ

Mach-Zehnder

M-QAM

M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation

MZM

Mach-Zehnder modulator

NGC

Net coding gain
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NRZ

Non-return-to-zero

OLED

Organic light-emitting diodes

OMA

Optical modulation analyzer

OOK

On-off keying

O/E

Optical-to-electrical

PAM

Pulse-amplitude modulation

PDF

Probability density function

PDM

Polarization-division multiplexing

PIC

Photonic integrated circuit

PMD

Polarization mode dispersion

POF

Plastic optical fibers

POH

Plasmonic-organic hybrid

PPM

Pulse position modulation

PRBS

Pseudo-random binary sequence

PSK

Phase shift keying

Q

Quadrature component

QAM

Quadrature amplitude modulation

QPSK

Quadrature phase shift keying

RC

Raised-cosine

RF

Radio frequency

ROSA

Receiver optical subassemblies

RRC

Root-raised cosine

Rx

Receiver
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SE

Spectral efficiency

SFP

Small form-factor pluggables

SerDes

Serializer/deserializer

Si

Silicon

SiGe

Silicon-germanium

SiP

Silicon photonic

SMF

Single-mode fiber

SNR

Signal-to-noise power ratio

SOH

Silicon organic hybrid

SOI

Silicon on insulator

SOP

State of polarization

SPP

Surface plasmon polarition

TIA

Transimpedance amplifier

TPA

Two-photon absorption

Tx

Transmitter

VCSEL

Vertical-cavity surface emitting laser

VNA

Vector network analyzer

WDM

Wavelength-division multiplexing
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H.2

List of mathematical symbols

Greek symbols
α

Chirp Factor

αL

Power loss parameter

β

Roll-off factor of (root) raised-cosine signals

Δ

Difference (e.g. Δn)

δ(t)

Dirac function

δik

Kronecker delta

δ(stat)

Extinction ratio (static)

δ(dyn)

Extinction ratio (dynamic)

ε0

Vacuum permittivity

εr

Relative dielectric permittivity

φ, φ(t)

Phase shift

γ

Field amplitude ratio

г

Field interaction factor

λ

Wavelength

λ0

Vacuum wavelength

ƞ

Quantum efficiency

σ

Standard deviation
(n)

χ

Response function of order n

F (n)

Electric susceptibility of order n

ω

Angular frequency
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ω0

Angular frequency of the optical carrier

ωm

Angular frequency of modulating signal

Latin symbols
a

Propagation loss, given in dB/mm

ak

Complex-valued symbol

akr

Real part of complex-valued symbol

aki

Imaginary part of complex-valued symbol

ak(i)

ith symbol in a data signal

A, A(t)

Complex-valued amplitude

A, A(t)

Real-valued amplitude

Aslot

Cross-sectional area of the slot waveguide, hSi x wslot

c

Speed of light in vacuum

C

Capacitance

E, E(t)

Electric field

e

Elementary charge (1.6 × 10-19 As)
Transverse electric mode field

f

Frequency
Transverse magnetic mode field

ħ

Reduced Planck constant (1.055 × 10−34 Js)

hrail

Height of silicon rails of an SOH modulator

hslab

Height of silicon rails of an SOH modulator

i, i(t)

Photo current
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k

Propagation constant, k = 2π/λ

knorm

Conversion factor between EVM normalizations (max–avg)
in Eqs. (2.25), (2.26)

L

Length

LN

Number of signal levels in Eq. (2.26)

m

Number of bits

M

Number of elements in an alphabet of symbols

M2x2

Transfer matrix of a 2 × 2 MMI coupler

N

Number of symbols evaluated

n

Refractive index

nEO

Refractive index of the EO material

p, p(t)

Time-domain pulse shape

pRC

Time domain pulse shape of signal with RC
amplitude spectrum

pRC, pRRC

RC or RRC amplitude spectrum of pulse shape

pb

Probability

P, P(t)

Power

P

Electric polarization

Q

Quality factor

r

Bit rate (line rate)

rijk

Electro-optic coefficient, the indices i, j, k  1,2,3 denote
the Cartesian components

R
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RS

Symbol rate

Rslab

Resistance of the silicon slabs

Rt

Terminating Resistance

S

Sensitivity (Responsivity) of a photodiode

t

Time

Tg

Glass transition temperature

TS

Symbol duration

u, u(t)

Electrical voltage

Ugate

Gate voltage

Um

Modulating voltage (or drive voltage)

Upp

Peak-to-peak voltage

Uπ

π-voltage

Wbit

Energy per bit

w

Probability density function

wrail

Width of the silicon rails

wslot

Width of the silicon slot

x(t)

Time signal

Z

Impedance
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